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P.RFFACE

During the past few years there Ims been a growing-interest in the seeondarik.'
use of research and devekTment output. I (the output From a research effort,over:
and beyond its initial specific mission, can provide technology that is productively,
used i n many locations and/or by a numkror orgariizittions. then the original cost.,:.
Of the research cztn he viewed tts providing a suhstantial contributkm Over and
ziboye its prinutry tas1: to satisfy a specific and defined need. Secondary utilization
of research and. development has attracted the attention of the President of the.
United States, the Department of Defense ttnd he individual.Services 'as a togi-
Car method or enhancing the productive output or research and development

. effOrt.'
Several sectors of the Navy have taken .1..n active role leading toward more

effectk"e use of research and development output. Three such efforts are appro .
priate to he mentioned here: (1) The Headquarters. Naval Material Command,',
WashingtOn. D.C. hits beem.developing communications networks and technol

ogy .documentation and distrihution 'systems specifically diCected toward the ett
hancement of the Ike or research and development output': (2) Certain faculty or
the Naval Postgrttduate School. Monter4. caliro.rnitt httve been investigating the
process.'soncepts, framework and methOdology or technology tnnisfer. (3) The:.
Headquarters. Naval Facilities Engineering Copirnand, .Washington, D.C. has:H
conducted several studies and has-introduced seVeral Programs within its con.-
mand that deal directly and specificaNY with the'ileSire to enhance the utilization ,
of research and development output."

This hook ism documenttuion i..)(''the papers presented_ at the.itme 9,, 1975
one-day briefing jointly sponsored hy the Naval Material Command. the Naval ;.
Facilities Engineering COMmtind and the Naval Postgraduate. School.

The intent gr,!.1?.-4-.one-day briefing wtts to present to interested persons a review
of the progreSs being ntide in umkrs.tanding the 01.ocesses, concepts; framework
tmd 'methodology of technology trzinsfer. Tite. approach was to present both
theoretical work and practical case histories demonstnning the use of the theory.
..,There are relatively few centers in the United:States dding what is sometimes
calleLL Research on Re'setirch' or moe specifically reSearch on methods. of
enhancing the. utilization of researeh output. In addition to the Naval Post-
graduate School. oneof the centers that is concentrating considerable effort on
this subject is the Universit:. of Michigtm.. Center for Research on Utilizatio^n (ff
Scientific Knowledge (CRUSK). The Work of CR USK with the U.S. Forest
Service SFS) has resulted in interesting new methodology and meaningful case.
hktories. Because of this Dr. David Lingwood of C R USK and Mr. Hal Marx of
the LISFS were invited to ptirticipate in the one-day briefing.

Rear.Adm. C. I'. Ekas USN. Directorof Technology Transfer. He'adquarters.
Naval Material Comm.and. Wqts the host. The briefing was held at the comniand

r briefing auditorium at Crystal City. Illgza. Arlington, 'Virginia.

inctge Congre.:. NIm:11.1972

21)elliit Secretiir 1)cfense memo to tnilitar er% ice.. June 21. 1972.
'Accounting ()1142i: Rcport ((AM)). Devembcr 19. )972:



All oldie papers presented at the briefing were recorded ,on audio tape. These.
were then transeribed ;Ind a transcription was sent to each authOr for editing. The
syntax or each paper as it appears here is the author's choice. Some or the papers
are essentially a verbatim transcription or the authOr's speech, while others have
been edited; to have.:a syntax akin toa paper prepared For a technical journal:

The printing of this book .on technotogy transfer papers is t he joint effort of the
Naval Postgradbate School and the Naval Nlaterial Command. Washington. D.C.

As editors iris appropriaptimd With sincere appreciation that we extend thanks
to each of the:authors whose papers appear in this book:to Rear Adm. C. P.
Ekas, Mr. Perry Newton, Ms. Sterling Atchinson anti Ms. Linda Massaro or the
Naval Material Command. Washington. D.C.. and to Capt. Vince Skrinak and
Mr. Tim Rohrer or the Naval Facilities Engineering Command.

Monterey. California
December 1975

.1. A. Jolly. ph.D.
J. W. Creighton, .PILD.

Editors
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1. THE LINKER ROLE
IN THE TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER PROCESS

by

M. E. Essoglob,,

Assistant Commander for Research and-Deqeloprnent,
Plans and Programs.DivisiOn, Naval FaCilities Engineering
Command HeadCparterS, Washington,. D.C.
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his mOrning we hone, to tell you why the Naval Facilities" Engineering Com-
mand (N A V FA() embaked on the seric.s of studies and other efforts bearing On
the subject 'ol technology" transfer, We haye alsoincltitled in ,our" program' today
one case history .6f a specific-technology transfer event. However, the-thin thrust
of 9ur presentations is eSsentially intended to tell yoit what weluoYe.done in terms,
or.orpoinizational considerations, behavioral considerations and the kinds of things
that really constittite the technology transferproblem.

Before. discussing mY main topic, I -feel it. is 'necessary to give you- a brief.
Ohronologyof certain events., that the Assistant Commander fOr Reseatth and:.
Development of t e NaYal FaCilities-Engineering Command .has been esSentially

...responsible'. for 'sin' -e about 1962. Those. of' you 'familiar with .the literature bn
technology transfer )will see that there is some correlation.betWeen the,distribtaion
Of various bboks aIid papers on the:subject of techpology transfer and the appa-
rent timing of Qu r management actions as reflected in the dates shown in Figure
1-1..This figure shows that in addition to sponsoring .studies at the Naval Post-
graduate School (N PS). wehaye taken a number olother actions, partially as
result of the guidanCe indicated from the N PS StudieS:- and partially from dur own
knowledge and reading of the general literature and our intuitiveperceptionof,
what we thought we shmild be doing to enhance technology transfer in the NAV-
FAC family of organizations. I. would like to point -mit that these events indicate'
an awareness of technology transfer as a conseious- type activity as opposed to the
more-random, traditional technological diffusion. Pur awareness that people, and
people to people type 'contact, Is the way to solve most of these problems as
'opposed to 'the more formal bureaucratic type approaches, is also reflected by

. some of our actions shown in Figure 1-1.

1. RDT&E 'Assistance (1962)
2, RDT&E Utilization (1964)
3. Mandatory Task Proposals (1965)
4. Technology Transfer (1966)

A. Applications Division
B. RDT&E Liaison at Field Level
C. NASA and Other Programs

5. CEL Report Utilization
A. Naval Postgraduate School (NPS)

(1967-70) .
6. NPS.Technology Transfer Study (1970)
7. CEL Field Engineering Support Office (1971)
8. RDT&E Assistance Doubles

$100 to 200 K (1971)
9. CEL/NAVFAC Workshop (1972, 1974)

Figure 1\-1 Chronology-of NAVFAC'S Technology Transfer

Let me explain what we mean by RDT&E assistance and RDT&E
The user is generally a man in one ()lour field offices. These users of our technol-
ogy have always felt that the' Civil' Engineering Laboratory (CEL) never- quite
solved the problem of a given researchlask fast enough to'make the results.useful
for his operating needs. Therefore. to make laboratory expertise readily available.
we get up The RDT&E Assistance. Program by setting some money .aside for
laboratory personnel to answer. on short-notice, questions raised by the field. The
RDT&E ,Utilization Program refers to effort.s in our Headquarters such as the
esalishment Ola division reSponsible for the utilization of the research output of
the laboratory. This program was a Headquarters function WhoSe mOde of opera-
tion was primarily through administrative tools like instructions. memoranda. etc': ;



Notice that hile it focused on the problem, its tit:palliteness' from the "people
agents" in the pi Oducer-user dialogue provided the 'seeds for its failure and dis-
eontinuance by 1966.

Wevvent through a phase about 1965. where it was clearly recognized that if the
customers had input in formdlating the research program the odd.s wee that the
outptit would be utilized more readily. We went through a typical:bureaucratic
rOutine, where we required all lielt1 activities to submit a minimum number of
proposals per year. Well. needless to, say. th.o did not work, because we im-
mediately were swamped with proposals and had to screen out most of them and
show that they were not...0, orthy Of pursuit.

Awareness'' of technology transfer in NA VFAC. as far as I can .determine.
dates back to I9M. A number of independent initiatiVes relating tti technology
transfer took Place in 19M. As history of technological innovation amply docu-
ments, technology transfer and innovations usually happenwhen several people
in an organization, or even far apart. exposed to various ideas in their own spheres
of the operation tend to converge on:the same idea or development. As it is also
well known, innovation needs. a chainpion during itS early infancy stages. For

-exaniple. the Applications Division was established' in the office of R&D at
the direction of the "boss". a Rear Admiral who was at that time Deputy Com-.

, mander for Acquisition where R&D is located.
The RDT&E liaison efforyat the' field level. on Figure 1-1, is sbmething for

which I have to take the blame. During-the R&D"Utilization era we were con-
cerned With the vertical floW of information that came in from our Laboratory,,and
getting it into the Comaand's business. The mainstream of NAV FAC's business "
is writing specifications for proeurentent of various items that are Construeted or
manufactured. R&D utilization activity was essentially eonfined in thOeadquar-

,ters. More than three-fourths of the engineers in the NA VFAC organization are
located in the Field Divisions.- i.e., Philadelphia. Norfolk, Charleston, San
Bruno. and Pearl Harbor. 1 kwas apparent that, the organization.was literally cut
out of the process of introducing new technology: A new technology or idea had
to go from the laboratory to the Washington level, and from the Washington level
it had Ul 'he promulgated out to the field. We all know that it is the man in the field
who feels the pain of unsolved'technical problems and has 'the neetho implement
an innovative and promiSing solution. It is Mu so for the bureaucrat in Washington
whO for many good reasons acts as a stabilizing agent in promulgating and main-
taining policies. Through the establishment of the RDT&E Liaison Officer, at
each -one of our Field DivisiOns. we felt that we would by-pass some of the
inevitable though unconscious barrier, that the Washington Headquarters interpose.
!Oriel*, wc ft..: that since we op:, e mainly as a decentraliza organization. why
not let tile R&D -program planning and utilization go somewhat decentralized.
Other ad% antages that the R&D Liaison Program had over the old Utilization
Division were: tal fostering a mechanism ofinter-field division tcransfer of innova-
tive solutions eenekited in the field, and (b) eliminating Headquarter's jealonsy as
to who Should be hi charge of the.utilization business. R&D or.Engineering.

In 1967 one ()Cour Assistant Commanders became quite senOive to the prob-
lem of unused technology and directed our Laboratory to undertake a conscious
effort to determine to what extent technical reports were being utilized. The
Laboratory iurned to the Naval Postgraduate School in the 1967-1969 period.
Most of the Postgraduate Schodl effort did not start however until 1970. Again to

'use a phrase that has appeared in the litera,L.re "every invention needs, a Cham-
pion:'. In the Navy yOu need aggressive and innovative people to Champion new
ideas and approaches. Around 1970 we were fortunate enough to have such a
person in the Assi.stant Commander for Research and Devciopment. He felt that
we:shotuld initiate a "research on research" efrort at the Naval Postgraduate ,

,
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School directed ; towards NAVFAC's ,needs, In 1971, the new COmtnding
Officer of the Naval CiVil Engineering Laboratory noticol that while we laid made
provisions to ,deld with this trimst'er problem in Headckarters 'and atAhe Fiekl
ta:tivities, in hiS oWn labOratory he eOuld Ito( find a,local pOint, As a' result, he

, .

established the f ield Engineering Support Office (FESO)'Whose solOurpose was
to see that the Customers in the field were satisfied and got the inliOrmation they
requested in'a timely manner. This flical point in CFI, now se'rves as a "linker or
a "gatekeeper.. (Gene Early, who has headed that office, will elabOrate on this in
anOther.paper.) Since answering questions does take time, and the mode of in-
dustrial funding of Navy laboratodes does not allow a man to take time from his
assigned tasks unless he has something to eharge that, time against, it became
evident that specific resources available at the Laboratory to make quick advice
possible had to he increased. The earmarked RDT&E Assistance fund was then
doubled.

In 1972, and again in 1974, we pulled together the entire NAVEAC cOmmunity
of peorle Working on technology transfer, i.e., Civil Engineering Laboratory
personnel, the R DT&E Liaison Officers from our Field Divkions, Headquarters
personnel, and the Naval Postgraduate researchers. We held workshops exchang-
ing, views, experiehces and frustrations.

This is a thumbnail sketch of why and how we got where we are today.
0

The Postgraduate SchoaStudies
Figure 1-2 shows the studies that have heOn carried out by the Naval Post-

graduate School (N PS). In my :talk this morning. I will concentrate on the work
done on the two particular studies which we feel are really the mainstream of,t he
NPS° work. These are: EN HANCENIENT OF RESEARCH AND DE-
VELOPMFNT PUTPUT UTILIZATION EFFJCIENCIES: LINKER
CONCEPT NIETHODOLOGY IN THE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
PROCESS. by J. W.-Creighton, .1. A. Jolly. S.. A. Denning, 30 Jane 1972 and
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND UTILIZATION METHODOLOGY;
FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE LINKER CONCEPT, by J. A. Jolly,.1.. W.
Creighton, 30 June 1974. We went to NPS.for this wOrk because it became
apparent that our prior approaches to technology qansfer riroblems lacked.the
,skill of the kind of people who are trained in. behavioral science. By seeking the
asSistance of the S'chool Of Operations Research and Administrative Science at
the Naval Postgraduate School. we would get the people whose background and
training-would allow them to attack 'our problem from a point of. view.slightly
different from that of the typieal "physical science- oriented engineer. Further
we 'reasoned that since these people were-essentially in an. in-house Nayy
giTiduate school, with familiarity Of the Navy system. we could get more for our
money. They. more than any other faculty. migta have a better feeling for the kind
of organization and the kind;of person we have in the Navy Department. Yet
another reason for going to the Naval Po.stgraduate School was the lact that the
Navy sends several hundred Nayal officers (not only Civil Engineer Corps)
throagh this schOol every year. and the mere exposure of these graduate student
officers to the problems and concepts or technology transfer wouid have a rapidly.
Multiplying beneticitil effect when they would return to Ow Fleet. Washington or
other field activities throughout the Navy. As we look-lit oar results. I am person-
ally inclined tojeel that the expoure of several hunth offic.:rs a year to
technOlOgy transfer topics: issues, readings. and projects has sensitized theSe
people to this particular issue. , If nothing else comes from this research., this
training'value alone will hring payoff to the Navy in the years to come in ways that
we maY ntner he able to trace. 1,ast. but not least. doing businesS with N PS is

1.
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bound to IMve benefit's resulting 1'1.0111111c acctimulation or ,thtlik. The result k
the dee1011111011 of int in-house Navy eIldre or expertise in this area,

1. UTILIZATION OF CEL TECHNICAL RE-
PORTS. Naval Postgraduate School, 1969,

2, DISTRIBUTION OF CEL TECHNICAL RE-
PORTS. Naval Postgraduate School, 1970 ,

3. ENHANCEMENT'OF RESEARCH AND DE-
VELOPMENT OUTPUT UTILIZATION EF-
FICIENCIES; LINKER CONCEPT
METHODOLOGY IN THE TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER PROCESS, Naval Post-
graduate School, NPS-55CF72061A, June
1972 (AD 756.694)

4 FESO PROJECT EFFECTIVENESS PRO-
FILE, SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF 1972
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS. October 1973

5. TECONOLOGY .TRANSFER AND UTILIZA-
TION METHODOLOGY: FURTHER
ANALYSIS OF THE LINKER CONCEPT.
Naval Postgraduate School. N PS-
55J074061, June 1074 (AD A003-867)

6. FESO PROJECT EFFECTIVENESS PRO-
FILE: SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF 1973
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS, September
1974

7. INVESTIGATION OF INSTITUTIONAL AND
BEHAVIORAL BARRIERS TO TECHNOL-
OGY FLOW AND UTILIZATION, December
1974

8, AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVE-
NESS OF A RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS
MECHANISM FOR TRANSFERRING
TECHNICAL INFORMATION TO APPLIED
END USE, Naval Postgraduate Schobl,
55J074121, December 1974 (AD A003-501)

9. THE POWER LINE DISTURBANCE
MONITOR: A CASE STUDY OF THE
NAVY'S CONTINUING EFFORTS IN THE
FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.
Naval Postgraduate School, NPS
55J075031

Figure 1-2 NAVFAC Technology Transfer Slats by the Naval Postgraduate School

.

+laving provided .the background Itistor Of NAVFAC's involvement, now
let's look at the results dour studies, Technology transfer takes place when there
is a,.source. a transfer mechhism of some sort. and utilization 'of the.knowledge
!Figure I-3). The process may he quite compex hut in the simplest sense this is .
what we are talking ahout. I would like to poi, t out that this model. Figure is

.,essentially true whether we are. talking about :tie vertical now or technology. i.e..
-front a laboratory toa given application. in a given discipline, or the horizontal
'transfer of technology. ati frOm one industry or activity to:mother. In all eases the
source must emit a signal which the user npst then receive and respond to it..lt
can then be s:iid that technology transfer hos occurred.

'

1.

Source ol,
Knowledge
(Supplisr)

Transfer Methanisrn Utilization
of Knowledge

(User Receiver)

Figure 1-3 A Simple Technology Transfer Model

The "linker model was developed hy Professors Jolly :ind Creighton and
Denning. who wils then 11 student. The elements in the linker model

are shoW'din Figure 1-4. The model essentially says that all of these factors allett
the trimsfer mechanism. Now. if We knew:, how and how much these factors
affected the transfer meehankm in a t;iven organizational situation. we could
modify them by'direct management action based on fact rather than intuitiotf or
guess. NcedleSs It1 say. quantifying thk particular ntodel has itot been done: It is a.
tough job to do, and whether it will ever he done is questionahle. In any case. thk



model serves as a very ',sant conceptual framework arOund, Which we can or-
ganiie Our thinking and :'pproachcS to the problem. I woukl like to briefly describe
the elements o thiS model.

Sourpe

(Si4Tppri

0

FORMAL FACTORS

.1.Method of Information
Dncumentation

The Distribution System

DOCU

Formal Organization of.tho
User

ORGA

Selecjion1-3;ocess for Projects
(Users' Contribution)

.---

INFORMAL FACTORS
Hilo

dCapacity of the Receiver.

.

PROJ

CAPA

HInformal Linkers iri the
Receiving Organization

LINK

_I
Credibility as Viewed by
the Receiver

_i
Perceived Reward to the
Receiver

CRED

a

REWA

HWillingness to be helped

1-

FIGURE I-4 The Information LAnkbr Model

Uiihaiion
of Knowledge

lUsw
neceivet

Documenwtion is a fai.:tor in the t.-ansfer of, technology. Very simply we are
talking abont the format. the organization. the language. Does the laboratory
write a report arm can only be understood by people in another simikir,labOratory.
or does it write a report that combe understood by a practicing eSginegr?

DRitributhin deals- witii the. a physical channels used tO distribute the
informationthe entry. the e.it. the plan. redundancy. This is perhats the ealifst
to measure or appraise.

Organi:imon plays a very mportant pail in determining h,ow the te'ehnology

gointrto get transterreLL if at ill. The power structure, the nature of the business.
the management style. resoutceS. attitudes bureaucratic tendencies, and state of
equilibrium. These, kinds of t nint6 need to he measured or appraised. if we are to,
quant4 this,factor called organiz:Ition. ohviOusly the prospects for success are
difficult.





Piglet ..vdeetiort., This factor concerns who initiate the project, Who approves,
,

who authorizes who monitors. and who is consulted about the project. Project
selection-is very critical in the ultimate utilization of research. One -tends to Otifize

: that which he helps develop. . .

Profe.ssor Jolly has seen fit to divide these factors into formal and informal as
shown in Figure 1-5. Formal factors are things we'clin lay:our hands on the kinds
of 'things we can operate-on fairly directly. They are really system oriented.. The
inforrnal ftictoN are highly behavioral and sociological and therefore quite tough t'
to handle. This is perhaps one of the reasons why the Federal Government has
concerned itself mainly with tormal documentation. storage and distribution as-
sistance, like the Defense Documentation Center and has_ignored the informal
factors. This observation. I believe was made by Samuel Doctors in his 1969
book -The- Role of Federal Agencies in Technology Transfer;. It would seem
.that if reports and papers were available on the desks of the engineers and seien-

JA,ists. technoloey would be tninsferred. This is not the case. We must recognize

FORMAL FACTORS

Procedures for dissemination of storage,.
indexing and retrieval of knowledge.

INFORMAL FACTORS

Interpersonal , communibations and con-
tacts, personal beliefs and feelings about a
knowledge SOurce, perceptions about one'i'
organization,,supervisors and peers.

Utilization
of Knowlede
(User/Receiyer
Organization)

FIGURE 1-5 Knowledge:flow enhancement factors divided according to formal vs
informal.

'that the, problem has two dimensions. One that is.fairly manageable is the question
of storage and distrihution of technical infOrmation through various infOrmaiion
Systems:. It.iy;a'rela!ively straight l'orwai'd,.problern. 'however complex., ThOsec-
ond dimension is' the ,set.of items Called "inforMal,factors.. which deals With ..

,...perceptions. Irgets quite-a bit more cqmplicated When trying to manage such a:set
of tactOrs because:its science base is primarily behaviond rather than physical: -

-, Let's ndw looR at these ',,Informar aictors. . ...

. C tipac if y refersto charaeteristics of individualslin.the aser organization that are
0 ..

desCribed--by terms like venturesoMeness wealth.. power education experience .

age . self-confidente..e1c,..,ObViously these ehttracterist ics..are vagne.'arid diffi&ilt to ______2--
T tnuislate i'nto quantiliable.ariables fo r. analysis or design purposes. Yet they_are----- .

vary iinportant in the fransfer proCesS.
linker is essentially the, individnal or eroup of indi yid ulils'..0-ii) does ekacily.

..

.What the-term implies. It is probablY: the single most jrapoliant fadtor. They link, .

the sonrCe.and.the .applibation. Linker-is acjerm, dila ProfessoNCreighton.;and.
Jolly t,ise iti their'rese.tirPh. The litmiture,shOws" other somewhat similar terms in
Use bY various other research teams. '''. .

.. .



of the source is obviously an essential factor. Certainly if the,
7-would-he:* user does Mit believe themesSzige he is getting, he will reject it. The'

.infOrmzition !ha( is being tninsferi.ed must therefore ernimate from i siiurce that is
zit least credible aecording to t[te perception of the reelpient or the potential, LI
T he rewrints' (and penalties) forthe consetpiencesiol zipplying te"chnblogy thzu is

7-new'''. :to the: I'cceiving, Onianization. imposed by immageMeni are- erncial.
Nizimely if zi Man iS to LU penalized:More than reWzu:ded. he will most Certainly he
disinclined to.import a riecv piece of technology idi. t oi ipproach that which iS
7-untrii2d" within his particular Organization.

Willingne.ss simply is the lzict that a num who is going.to make use of a piece Of
.techniczil infbrmation iiilist be willing.to receive the Messzigezind must he willing
to implement it. It is- that simple, and that subjective. Obviously a number'of

;things conld aliect a imin's willingness.
or all.t he .elenients in.the linker model..the linker element was chosen for study

hpeause it seemed to focus on peoPle moSt directly. From other similar resem'ch :
repOrted in the literziture. it Wits estahliShed that the human ftictor is pi.ohably the
most iniportant element in technologY trnnsfer.

The 'linker is associated with the source. or With the user, or he: could he .

somewhere in betWeen-. or linkers cOuld he zit both ends (i;ee Figure I-6), PrOteS7 :
sm.'s Creighton and :lolly ( zind the literature) zire inclined to feel that the linker is
more apPropi'lately a meMher of the User team. I tend to plziCe the linker in the ;

:
middle because he is not an individual..he is the-Synergistie effect of all the peOple
in the coMmunieating chiiift from transmitter to, I:eceiver. of thei.e people in

Linker
User of

information or
knowledge

Source of-
information or

knowledge
Linker

User of
information or

knowjedge
-

Source of
Thformation or

knowledge
Linker

FIGURE 1-6 Linker Positionti in the Flow of Knowledize
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their respectke contacts:must link. Linkage -occurs when Mutual excitation be
tween two individuals occurs because their values mafch at least for the.particular
teehnology transfer event. Indeed if the linker.is at the user end and he enjoys the
confidence a the would-bp, using team. he can operate internally in the organiza--
non to get 'the idea implemented or used. .. ,

At the heginning when I spoke olthe chronology of NAVFAC's technology
transfer effort's. I:mentioned the establishment of the Field 'Engineering SuPpert
()Ike (FES0). in the Civil Engineering Liiborittory. Thi'S was a conscious. Inv
reaucrakit act to eStablish a visible, und at least a formal. linker at the Laboratory
or the source. The etilZiblishment 61' Liaison Oflicers at the. Engineering 'Field
Divisions wzis Sinlikirly it conscious aet 0 formally design ah:. linket.s at the Field
Divisions. the user 01-ganizations. Whether these people are in fact effect ive
linkers as the literature descrihed linkeriS is a differeni mauer: we don't know.
Concekahly we could study theni.IIllelpoint is that ithese formzilly desigruited
linker jpbswei.e. not RecessarilY filled with "linker t.VPe people. The qtailities of
t.1.3t: linker al'e liSted oh Figure 1-7. 'At the time thesejobs Were 'filled there were

',I very few. essentially intuitive_ crileria in itidging thirpotentizil linker ituributes of
. , -

the individuals selected for the Liaison zIlind FESO pdsitiOns., You all know the
: typical recruitment process we go thrpukh in the government. Furthermore. in
filling these jobs. selection was limited t() available people. In sorhe cases there
was 110 *selectipn in terms of individuals. hut rather Only in terms of organiiational
convenience. In any case it is difficult 10 select people who will link. If you
succeed itis an accident zis much as it iS design.

INNOVATIVE, WILLING TO ACCEPT
RISK. ACTIVE IN MULTI-DISCIPLINES,
MORE INFORMATION CONTACTS,
HIGH CREUIBIL1TY WITH PEERS.
COSMOPOLITE; ORIENTED TOWARDS
OUTSIDE INFORMATION SOURCES.

GREAT MAN (GLOCK AND MENZEL
1958)

SCIENTIFIC TrIOUBADOR (MENZEL
1964,-HODGES AND NELSON 1965)

INTERNAL CONSULTANT (ALLEN et al
1968)

TECHNOLOGICAL GATE KEEPER
(ALLEN 1966)

OPINION LEADER (LAZAPSFELD 1948,
I KATZ 1957)
I

I

FIGURE 1-7 Attriliutes of Linker.s I FIGURE 1-8 Writings on Aspects of
I ' the Linker Concept

- . .

'I-he jinker toncept is not particularly oiiginal in that many'authyrs have. in.a
sense. tOtiched upon the notion of I he' linker from-time to time in their works (see
Fighre I-8). Whzu iS aew in the work done iii the-Nitval Postgriiduate School is
that all these terms' and definitions are rey'0gnized as subsets within .ti universal.

.

linker set. .: ' .1. ,.

. - I

In order to get on with the job of approaching quantification..of the linker Model.
.

.it wa.s decided to survey first the Ntivy.'s offieer sector in 611m.geof NA VFAC and
,.its Field activities. This was done using.a quiestionnaire (Appendix A) designed to

measure whether a person in a given situatipn Would be inclined to function as a
linker or the opposite. a stahiliier. woula he, be jnnovative? Woald helie.prone tO
accep1 the risks that would go with the .iict: .tance and 'application of aile.w idea?'
Would he .he a cerRon with a high numher,of sohrees of information tit his.dis-

r)

'ppsnr., Would he he acquilinted.'in Many .ii)vits? We.- could .por.go around and .,
inlet-V.4:W .1.71111 people. so we had to de.!;ian'a fairlY dever questionnaire. 'The :-

'answer [(Luny oRe question does -.lot indicate that a man is a linker or a stabilizer.
. .

1
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It is the answers to a nmither of questions and combination of questions that
would cause us to categorize one man u linker, and.another man a stabilizer.
:Initially we tried to determine Who The linkers and Stabilizers were among the.
Civil Engineer Corps,Officers.* After seeine the distributions of the results: we
wondered What the distribution of linkers versus stabilizers would be for civilians

and-above. The results are,shown in Fieures.1-9. IIOA and 1:40B. On the
basis of the mlestionnaires and distributions berween officers and civilians on the

:linker-stabilizer scale', we cannot say- that civilians are more prone to be linkers
than officers or the other way around.

1972 1726 NAVAL OFFICERS
(CIVIL ENGINEER CORPS ONLY).
(65% RESPONSE)

1973 2954/4464 GS-8 to GS-16 NAVFAC
CIVILIANS_(54% RESPONSE)
NOT POSSIBLE TO DISTINGUISH
BETWEEN THE TWO POPULA-
TIONS (CLASSEN 1973)
THE LINKER-STABILIZER 'BE-
HAVIOR CHARACTERISTIC HAS A
GENERAL BASE IN TERMS OF
TECHNICALLY -TRAINED PER-
SONNEL AND IS NOT UNIQUE TO
A SELECT POPULATION

FIGURE 1-9 The Officers and Civilians Participating in . the Linker-
_ Stabilizer Survey

An eXamination of the data\from these.. qu.e;tion"naires reveals three questions
the anSwer'S 'ti) which sugeest that in s6Me' WayA NaVal Officers and ;civilians .

behave somewhat ditfere.ntly (Figure 1L11) Naval officers seeni,,to f..wer
professional meetingS'and one can perhaps understand that t;ecause thei,
prevents _their becorriimi established. They tlepend heavily on literature._ u, or in-
stance: When you are; in charge of construction contractS- one day, the next day
.'you move:into a.design division, and two 'years kiter you move into.a staff posj-
lion, you are changing quite rapidly. Following literature rnther than the profes-
sional,community contacts becomes more logical and-easier. On the other hand

is..more inclined to use his personal experionce: The'Civilian tendsto
stay.for a number.of t its pi o ides cont.inuity in the .organiintion zind.can.draw
from the-problerns he had sevcrid years ago in dt:NeloPing answers' to.newsittut-

.tions. FigUre 1-11'shows that civiliqns tend to center interests with their,fellow
workers Whereas officers, more' often center interests wit&people doing similar
work.

Lean 'only urge the interested- reader. to obtain' a 'copy of the thesis and see the
c!tent to which results or that work.couldl be applied to your organization: I is
emPhatically stated that .we 'did Pot do this 'survey or cross section, in order that

...offieers and civilians would he labeled as linkers or stabilizers and then keep them .

in or out of Certain jObs. Althoueli we know who the linkers and the stabillzers
'are. we do not know how toNntegrate that iriformatian With all.the other do's kind

'The CO Engineering Corps is timiprised or Naval Stall Onicers primarily responsible /for the
con;t ruction and maintenance of Naval Shore Facilities world,:wide..

. ,
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Figure 1-10A A distribution of the scores of'the Government Service employees in,respoinse to th('
,

questionnatrek whiell.4as intended to measure the magnitude of their stabilizer-linkeiirti;
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Figure 1-1OB A distribution of the scores of the Naval Officer CiVil Engineers
in response to the questionnaire which-was intended-to measure the magnitude
of their Stabilizer-Linker traits. ;.

don'ts ofjob seleetlion: .1 want to make it very clear that we have no designs at this
time to stitrt shifting, people around becimse they lire linkers; 6r stabilizers. -,1The
nature_ of the dzita is expe'rimentid arid .complex problems arise in sittiSi'yintt per.-
sonnel and organizational gOalS. There is no 'basis to even suggest Personnel
-reassignment at this timeL-perhaps in the future when otir total Mudy ;s completed
4..tpd accepted k)y management as a hasis4or stileetion.

.,1.htive.re.arninged the .tNisic linker.model.(Eigure 1-12), to fticilititte ttily telliqg
'you what %Ve.,have donin NA VFAC to promote technblot.tY tranSfert, -"'

Selciliompi; p1 fr0-.---wel have .stepped:up our ell'orts to make use of onr
Field Liaison RDT&V people in letting tis know in Headquafters what the-_

OFFICERS BEHAVE,DIFFERENTLY FROM CIVILIANS BY:

ATTENDING FEWER PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
L. DEPEND MORE HEAVILY ON LITERATURE

CENTER!NG INTERESTS WITH PEOPLE DOING SIMILAR WORK

CIVILIANS BEHAVE DIFFERENTLY FROM OFFICERS BY:
ATTENDING MORE PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
USING PERSONAL EXPERIENCE MORE OFTEN

CENTERING INTERESTS WITH FELLOW WORKERS

FIGURE 1-11-
-Char'acteritics that are different between Naval Officer Civil-En-.
gineerS'and-Governnient.Service Employee Civil Engineers



a
(SOURCE ORIENTED)

SELECTION OF PROJECT

INFORMATION DOCUMENTATION

. INFORMATION DISTRIBUfioN

TECHNICAL CREDIBILITY

LINKER (SOURCE AND/O'R USER)

(USER ORIENTED)

FORMAL ORGANIZATION

TECHNICAL CAPACITY

REWARD/PENALTY

WILLINGNESS TO RECEIVE

FIGKRI: I-11 Activities Applied to the Basic tinker Model

.

lietd perceit:(1' km) ne 1.. .are.. and what research projects they want
funded.
itformathm documentation-L.-in addition to technical:reports the laboratory

now puts Out several-additional t.ypes of puhlications7that are readabLe and
more reponsive to* the non-research practicing engineer and maintenance
personnel. Fhese are-one or tw.O. Page briefs of significant technical at:-

( Tech I) zitit Sheets) and periodic status reporting of work
pro:::-.res....(K.A1) Briefs). Pictorial-grziphic' hrochm'es are mo62
tked C 011lflltIhllL itlOil ziwzd'eficsS tieerps lo he sPreading among re*

searchers -and management. zit. httil!
//Ow/nation diAt,ributioii,=Distrihufion. lists tend to g6 inw of date quite
i%ipidly and must; he cor stagily mi'lintiMied. An orgamzation czin he sum--

. , . ,

rated ith tot Of literature that is not needed for its particular mksion.
Economizing .hy avoiding, the itne tuning .of distributicin Ikts :for sPecific
technological output 1,ends to prevent effective distribution: Attempting.to
keep distribution lists up to date, is a continuing job. 1)istrillution is ako
directed to individuals andnot merely to,-7deskS7'.-..'

4. Tee/mica/ credibilityFrzinkl,xttwe do nbt ht L er' good wzty of knowing
hethel recent technologyliahsfer activities.have caused the technical cred-

ibiltiy of Our lahoralory, as perceived by the .man in the lieldy,to go up or
down. I could speculate and sav.-yes. I think-it has gone up.'When I do
this I zull not 'hc,ing true io empiricism ;Ind tlit purpose or having N PS do
research On OM' research. We want to generate a certain amount or hard Jua
in order that litilagement call get a better unders,tanding of our particular

7 technology transfer processes as a Msis for poticy _and action,: Without
credLble facts. neither Headquarters nor laboratory martagement can take

. ;!etion'towink gNzIter user. ei'edibilityof the IziboratoryPerlizip'weileed zt.
'survo of opinions. from timeio-tinie to track.cri:dihility or the laboratory.

r mentioned-the litd,co al_ some length., \'-'t: have done studies with the 'assist--
-;nice of the Naval Postgraduate School to try to improve our understanding of,our.,

,I3



format orgiuti.7alifut and to determine w:hether it,impede-s or enhanses tpe flow of
technokigy. In rcgard to-the jechoie.a/ ealwity of otir organization to make
effective use of our laboratory generated technology. 1.do not think we have data
as of now to tell yOu that we do or do not "have it. Some of the future studies by,
N PS will hopefully be directed :owards a measure of technical caPacity as defined
earlier, Again. intnitively. I believe oyer the years the output of CFI. has become
tuned to the technical" capacity of N A VFAC. hilt again this can be.contested.
I. ReirardiPenalty-1-The. reward and penalty associated with introducing new

technology. however important. has not been studied. measured or assessed
M our organization. Again, intuitively, it appears to me that.there is mbre .
concern over the consequences and probabilities of failure (however low)
than over the consequences of suCcess (however high).
Willingness to receireWe ha it: made it possible for anyone who1 needs
technology information to be physically able to receive it. Means exist: i.e...
money lind tdephones. for a man in..need anywhere Ir. our organizatkm to
consult the en;.tineer or scientist at the laboratory. We. atdeast in the R&D
shop. cannot however. induce his desiD: to Lio so. The R&D organization ot

..----(fie-"Ndvil-Taeiliiies-Command_ficadquiulers_ can oni y make technoiogY
available. It connot induce the desire of a field JiTtTaTromake-u-se-:ol-t-hc-LL
technology. The previously mentioned factor "Reward/Penalty- has much
to do.with tile willingness to receive:

In-closing:let mejust say-that.our.efforts are continuing arid we hope that ip the
years to come ye can develop some significant bodyof hard data t Hat can erve as
a concrete basis for Management selectiOn to improve the technology tranSfer
environment throughout. Also we hope that our research results Can he of value to
other government.and industrial organiiations. -
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I see by thi: roster that most of you'are from thc R&D community: I am new to
the R&D field only having been involved for about a year noW. .1 would like to
submit to you that the people outside of the R&D community are'doing a lot of
complaining: I suggest' if you 'stop and think about it a minute, it can be traCed
directly to technology transfer, because unitl P..ni get that product into the hands
of the field engineers and they can use it, they are incensed because, you a .

working on what you' Want to work on, not what the!field sees as vitaL to their
present needsyou are not 'working on their problems. So from an operator's
standpoint this is what we have to overcome, and it is going to be a long time in
overcoming. It will tHke real effort.

So with that I-would like to sommarize what you have heard this morning. First
of all. I think the threZlhat ties this all together was Milon Essoglou's pitch on
'the Linker Study. What is the methodologythe me5chanismwhereby we can
transfer our technology? I think this is very important and 1.. will refer back to it
again and again as it is the cornerstone, the building block, on Which we.have.to
evaluate technology transfer. Also as you have heard in our past experience here,
ihe R1JT&E Liaison Engineers were set up before we .had the linker study, but
once we had 'the linker study we found out that very fortunately we had fallen into
a number of good things. We. set up the Liaison Engineer so we Would have:a
"-gatekeelier7.one who would take in the technology to our Field Divisions and
dkseminate it to our engineers. We also had another purpose which we found very
valuable, and that as he was collecting the problems and feeding them back to the
laboratory. we got the field engineers to have a feeling of relevanceto R&D When
we did work pn their partictilar projects. We have that relationship which was
referred to in the linker study. Early involvement in project selection is important.
We then have these relationships with tit, linker study and its analysis of technol-

.

ogy transfer 'mechanisms.
In RDT&E Assistance, we have a response to the field, and I refer back to the,

linker study. Until we can get credibility in the field and until they know we are
working on their Troblems, we are going I. 0 have a barrier to our technology
transfer. RDT&E Assistance is one small part of that, where we can res'pond to
the field s needs and try to get our credibility established agaiti in their eyes with a
resultant willingness on their part to mote readily accept igt4 technology coMing

,out of our Laboratory.
The, Techdata Sheets and RAP Briefs were alluded to_very briefly this

Morningbut what we have done here is to try to-get a verY high_ impact and an
immediate feedback to the field. One that hits you.between the eyes. You get it on,
a single sheet, not a report about 25 pages long with doUblend triple integrations
which when the normal man in the -field looks at it says that s no good to me and
throws it away. The bottom line on ihese reports may be ot' eXtreme value, be it
CorrOsionstudies. be it maintenance reduction, or whatever it is. We have Tech-
data Sheets and RAP Briefs that are intended-to haVe a high impact. Are you
interested? If so. this has all the information you are looking.for and who to call for

- more information. We are getting the distribution and the documentation to the
..:field in the best way we know at this time in order to get the maximum:amount ot'

technology transfer: COP ,

These are. the efforts then diai we have had in.the past (See igure 2-11. What
do we have right now (see Figure 272)? We had a complete analysis of our
programwhere is it paying,. the cost benefits, in what categories. where are the
moSt benefits coming from with regard to callers.-with regard to stations, with
regard to geographical areas? So we have an analysk in this area to look at and
possibly' assist ,us in emphasizing our tecihnology transfer efforts tp,:iMprove its
impact,



NAVFAC TECHNOLOGY TRAN/FER

PAST

LINKER STUDY
RDT&E LIAISON ENGINEER (EFD)
RDT&E ASSISTANCE
TECH DATA SHEETS
RAP BRIEFS

FIGURE 2-I Listed here ai:e the var-
ious steps that have been taken to im-
prove the NAVFAC Technology Trans-
fer effectiveness.

NAVFAC 'TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

PRESENT

RDT&E ASSISTANCE PAYBACK
FACILiTATORS TO TECH

TRANSFER

FIGURE 2-2 The current work isdi
rected toward determining the RCIlr of
RDT&E Assistance and to study the
Facilitators to Technology Trarsfer.

I put facilitators in Figure 1-2 as opposed to barriers. You can put.it any way
you like."Thk afternoon Dr. Jolly will be talking about. a .comparison of Navy
organizations with civilian Organizations. Are there similarities? Are'they differ-
ent and if different why? What we are looking at then is how can we compare
.ourselves with.,Ovilian institutions and on-going efforts;

.

I think the Most important aspect then is what do we see coming Qllt in the,.
future (See Figure 2-3). 'Arin, as a sPin-off from the technology transfer:efforts
of Professor Creighton and Professor Jolly. we have asked, and They have come
up with, a coursea-short cotirse.' We are not talking about anything new, really.
in this course. You .all have applied the principles that were discussed this morn-
ing on thelinker study. but it is-a matter now of getting.technology transfer for our
technology. The only way we can get, it to the field is to get out there-and let the
people know what we are doing. what are the barriers. what are, the facilitators or
technology transfer. and try tO open up some or the minds that are there in our
Engineering Held Divisions and at Headquarters.

NAVFAC TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER...

FUTURE

SHORT COURSE ON TECH TRANSFEIR
'ROI
DEFINITION OF CLASSES OF SUCCESS
STANDARDS OF ACCOMPLISHMENT.

FIGURE1-3 Listed here are several of the projects that are planned for the future.
As before the objective is to improve the,NAVFAC Technology Transfer effective-
ness. ,

Wc.are er optimistic and hope that.this will pay some dividends back, but
again.we -hope to have the first .course shortly and get this information out to all of
'our engineers and scientists.

Return on investmentthk is -Cinder the gun'more and more. What is your
return on R&D? We would like very much to get a handle'on-.45t what we are

!talking about here. .Definitions are critical in this. area. Two' come to mind im-
-mediatelyjm evaluating return on investmentthe definition or classes of succegS
-and standards of accoMplishment. We Can write a ceport and it Might be a very
good report and ii might sit on that shelf.for 10 years before it is needed.Well; was
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it successfal? Lei :us define what we mean by success. I think there :are many
different categories here. so I think those hlive to be defined lind classified.

What should we be shooting for at the Civil Engineering Labonitoryin the:Way ,
of technology tninsfer and our results? Not only that but we have to define,' as
you saW in the linker study. two things; There is no way we can hold the Civil
Engineering Laboratory responsible for what ultimately ends up as being trans-:
ferred 16 The field. Why? Because there is another gay locked in the middle there.
Now the laboratory can be responsible for what is souree orientedthey gener-
ated it and that generates; if you will allow me to quote an author, "opportunities
to exploit ". bat then the userS:of that must take:those opportunities and: aCtuallY: .

:put them to use. And I-think here we have to define our terms so that We can look
at the !_aboratory and determine how they are doing and how others are doing in
exploiting opportunities. One of you may be doing well. or both may be daing Well
but We have to have a refined classification in order to evaluate our standards of
accomplishment.

Those ae the areas. then that I look for in Our continued involvement with
technology transfer,
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Introduction

Cdngress has authori4ed the p.epartinent of Defense (DOD).to s'peltd a reCord
$9.3 billion this year on military research,: development, test and evaluation
( '( Re-,rd). Does this mean.that taxpayers are-investing wily in research
for an artn raCe that..may ultimately ''.end in nyelear holocaust?

-Not,so!, n addition to Providing for a strong Inture nationitIdefense,,a subStan-
--tial-portiOn ofinilitary research and developnient eXpenditures arelluietlyTmanc-

ingmew technology that will contribute to the progress or dvilian Society, perhaps
even ,to'its survival. Militai',y advances in aretts Such, as ,medical research, en-
vironmental. protection, and air tnilTic,.control, jtkt to mentionit feW, are ako:
products,.or defense .RDT&E .sp-ending and deserve equ.111, billing as, they Aare;
successfully tnmsferred frotn militi-try to civilian zipplication in 'iirder :t0 solve:
society's:mounting problems.

CriticiSm Levied at DOCY R&D
..-

In:recCnt years, critics have posed queSiions sueh as: ''Why.can't DOD de-
.

velop.a.technology utilization program such as NASA did during the peak years.
--of the-SPiiee prOgraM? Lobkalthe spin-Off benefits that accrtied to.till'AMericans,

even the entire world, :from that program!." -. . . .

Criticism of this nature is certainly legitithate and Was reeognized by the Presi-
: dent when he stated.

"As We face the new challenges-of the 1970's we can dniw upon a great
' reservoir of scientific and technologicafinformation and skillthe results of,

the. enormOus investmentIS which both the Federal Government and 'private
enterprise made in research and:development in recent years . . . we must
appreciate that the progress we seek requires a new pprtnership in Science ,
and technologyone whiCh brings together the Federal Government, prk.", .

,! vitte enterprise. Matte and, local 'governments, and our uniVerSities and re7
' search centers in a coordinated.: cooperative effort to serve Ihe national

interest ... ." ( Ref.' 2), . -: .

, In response ,to the President's policy statement, several DOD R&D
laboratories joined together in Itily 1971 to form lhe DOD TechnologY Transfer
Consortiuni the purpose of Which is "the transfer of e,xisting knowledge,
facilities. or capabilities acquired while working on military research and de-
velopment projects::to _the solution of civil problems. (Ref. 3). Spurred by the

.knowledge:that Military research funds expended by DOD can alsO benefit other
segments Of oar society, :the consorUOM has grown from eleven to thirty-one
Army. Navy. and Air Force laboratories. (Ref. 4). In November, 1974: memb9r7
ship was extended to all government laboratories and the Federal Technology

;Transfer Consortium was formed.

The Navy's:TechnOlogy Transfer Program -
,

The Navy: whii-se,s.hare of the fiscal year'1175 DOD RDT&E budget totaled
.7 ..: ,
$3:5 billion:: has been a--strdng advocate of technology translei' for many years.

..I' There are thirty7.seven Na`Vy7,activities involved in resealth and 'development
throughout the United States. each, with it specific research and develoPment
mission. (Rel. 5). Because the NIzt-vY=Marine' Corns team operates in all of the
earth's environments'at sea. underwater.' and .on landNavy labOratories have
been responsible fOr the deve!opment of ntiw and,adyanced technology in tnany
different areas of engineering and science. The NaVy.has,traditionally. been a
close pzirtner with university and commeNial ocean-Oriented reseitrclt, and has

,::,, ,t. , ,:,-.
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alwayS felt an obligation to share its aehievementS with these other organizations.
Conwcwently, the Navy waS the first military service to issue an Implementing
nstruction calling for an active technology:transfer program within the, Navy, and
requiring the deSignation of nperson as a contact for technology transfer in the
various. laboratories and components of the Nayy under the Naval Material
Command, The instruction ako calk foranannual report of progress:. (Ref. 6).

Although teehnology derived.from_Navy R&D_ has been applied Sticcesslidly to
a wide varietY of civilian' prOblems since the inception of the technology, transfer
prognim. the efforts drone Navy laboratory, in panic ukir, htive been an oinstand-
ing succeSS. This paper Will describe their technology tranSfer progniM.and trace
the development orone product which:is now available coMmercially and is being
used by more than 100 organiztitions: and businesses, both'in the public and
privtue sectors, throughout the United States and abroad.

'..',Navy's.Civil.Engineering Laboratory

The NaVy's Civil Engineering Laboratory (CEL)'locatedadjacentto the Pacific
Ocean , in Pony Hueneme,. California provides a stimulating 'background for

, creativity ..and technological advances. .Port -Hueneme meanS "pleasant place*
tindit is.not.surprisjpg.t hat thelocation, just 60 miles west of Les ,Angeles Withits'
huge industrial.-.compleX, attnicts the .most qualified scientific,. and technical,
IhicLI The work oP the laboratory. covers 'a. broad field.' of technology, 'going

Hwell beYond the Scope of civil engineering. The labonitoi.y. operating on .a.n annual.
'...Eudget of $12 million... is the principal.. RDT&E center.._ for -,hOre and setiAdor..
-.'activities, and for the support of N avynnd Marine.Corps construction force,.The.
labonitory's Workkiad inchilles.ptOgrams in electronics..sanitary.engineering .and
mathematics, :tis well tiS' physics., cheMistryand'allied sciences.
:The staff .at CEL numbers 'approximately..3.10, more than .half.of Whom are'

professional. engineers and.scientists.',Masterand. Doctorate -.degrees outnumber.'
Bachelor .degrees by more' than ihree .. to. one. The: labonitory is headed by: a.
military Officer-in-Charge withra solid iengineering'backgrotind and a Technical

. Director who is a ,senior Civil Service .scientist. The, majority .of the research
personnel are .Navy Civil Service employees. A job rotation prognim that alloWS --.

the individual.to select.hk own special area of interest,:an engineering-in-training.'
prograin, and rapid advancement are features of the,CE.L working environment...

..The .comment of one 'scientislat: CEL-is, indicative. of the Jet:lings: of 'Most of the
'IaboratorY's Lmployees In this-agee,i*;strideOn'sp-af.e.,...the.--tindersea Woid
in nearly. every liranch-,'of industry..the'efiallenge i the thing that. kee.ps 'us alive
and aw.ake..:Beating-,the''Chalienge is...the.thing that gives us ival jOb satisfaction..
WithOnt.it, fife. WOilld he pretty dull.* .

. Technology Transfer et CEL

C EL. ha', actively promoted technology tninsfer for m..any ye.ars and is responsi-,..
blefor. ho:St. of N a vy R&D'spin-off.iteMs.that are benefiting Sbeiety in.the fields.;

....of 'environment al.'proteetion and energy conservation: New developments. have.
.totind their Way into. the 'private sectorand are . stimulating-corponite grpWth in n:

: '.period When an 'economiestinnilus .k-most.welconfe. CEL ,Lpossess6 a -.wide -
Variety of.teehnical e::pertise...To further indicate the diversity of ongoing work,.

'.the labonitory is involved in the .eStablishment of polar'bascs brtsnoW and sea ice,
deep ocean system s:. floating nayiil bases. waterfront 'structures,' powertransient
'detection and...Correction, even a skull/brain injury Computer Program. The suc-
cess of -CELS technology transfer is attributed' to the Organization's progressive
attitude whiCh is .symbolized by'thd labo ratory.'s.motto--.--."find.a way.... . or make.

. ...
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Rectignizing the importance of technology ttansfer. :in .1972 the laboratmy es-
taNislted a technology transfer prograin. 21The theme of .the program centered
'around the following command stvlement:

Implementation of the results of successful Work units is perhaps the het
measure of the.Comntapd's ,sticces in fulfilling 'mission requirements': We'
nutst therefore strive at all times for the increased utilization of our research:.
reults by the Dimartment of Defense. the Navy. the Navy.Facilitie'S En-,
gineering Commtind, lintl the eatiri2 seientiliC and technical- commtinityHAVe::_,
must also,manage the utilization of technology on an Objective and system-
atic.basis.

CEf.'s technolOgy utilization efforts wcre directed at.all appropriate part s'of the
Navy an.d addressed its, total mission and cOmmitments.. The:thnIst of the program
was-to close the gap hetween CEL developed technology and ficceptanee and
apPlication hy a wide spectrum of N:Iq users. It was apparent to CEL that if their.
created technology was going to sell itself beyond the.primary recipient.then
marketing plan was nisi.) an essential ingredient. Foremost. te program must 'he
ilser oriented and involv-e, people in both ends of the spectrum. :"CEL is going to,
push . . . we-.must involve the us.er so he can help ptill w'''.hen we push: The
commands l'ormulated technology transfer program contained the folloWing ele-
ments:

I. IdentifY underutilized ( developed technology: .

2. Identify new users and 'benefits to be gained *by them.
3. Select candidates for marketing. -

4. ASsign internal CEL resPonsibility by .product.
5. Develop background. information.
6. Approve/modify marketing strategy.
7. PerfOrm an economic. analysis.
8. 'Develop a marketing plan.
9. Market product (advertise).

. Evaluate progresS.
I.. Publicize success or recycle ii:not successful.

Recognizing the fact that. increased utilization of technology was synonymous:.
with increased communication hetween CEL:and; potential_ users. vatiousforms..
of commimication were evaluated and measured for effectiveness in,achieving the
program's objectives Aftc;r; finalizing all aspects of the newly developed technol-
hgy transfer program. CELs Assistant Officer-in-Charge etincluded, .-Our Litili-
zation effortare experimental. We really dont know how to promote utiliration

_nor does anyone else: Wc have some ideas that well try and we'll.learn in the
proctiss. Were talking about promoting changeaggressively prOmoting change
to a better way of doing things.

With the foundation of the program laid. CEL's next step was to choose candi-
dates from newly deviloped prOducts that were considcred to he under-utilized,
but with a high potentiarforbenericial application within the Nil vy. The,Selection
included a cathodic protection kit for Ship moorings1;11 weathered paint'identilica- ,

.titin kit et it hodic pi.otectitia systeM for water Links: diver tool.kitS,.a.singleline
heat7traced pipe system, iniick ctinipmodules. Itinicultir shell cMistruition..tuid:a
hi."ee-phase electric power line.monitor...The development.. nntrketinglindimptiet'

of the poWer linMonitor-on. the publie:and privatesectorS,as rCSult of CEL's
tiggressive ttchnolog, t.e;insfer program serves as an example of the total benefits .

12:;iin&I froMNavY.research and deVelopmnt.



CEL's Investigation 01 rfighbitalitj, Electric Power
During the latter months 01.1963, well before any public concern was expresSed

over a possible Fuel shonzige and its i'eStiltant effects on electrical power output,.
CEL initiated a research project to determine the, requirements for high quality
electric power_forsensitive,electronic equipment in use at Naval shore stations.,

h e Navy,,is:a :heavy user of electrical:power in i variety of shore Suitions
containing technical loads Mated to commnnd and control. communications.
computer and navigation functiOns in support of the.,Navy mission. Operational
reliability or Sensitive equipment constituting technical loads is dit.ectly ziffected
by the .quzility and reliability of power. This power is prssently: Supplied with a
Wide range of quality and reliability. At the time of the .CEL study. few if any
:sntislaCtory procedures or techniques exid which would provide for cost effec-
tive coMpatibility between the quality of supplied power and.thepOwer require-,
Tents of critical. sensitiVe equipment.

Development of Power Line Monitor
. .

During CELs investigation into the quality :ind reliability of electrical power at
Naval shore stations. it became; readily apparent that some means or monitoring:
and categorizing transient disturbances in power supPlies that caused operational
malftinctionS and damage to critical equipment wOuld he required.

An industry;wide search was conducted to determine jr a suitable and econom-
ical pOwer line Monitor was" coMmercially available. Numerous monitors were
found, but most or them were designed to monitor a. few specific parameters,.
Their costs`rariged from approximately $300, fOr a unit that could Monitor a single
parameter, to elabOrate power line monitoring systems costirig as much as $25,000
With. still.only :I three parameter capability. Thererwas also'the problem or POrta-
bility. Since many Naval shore installations are located in re.mote areas, both in
the L/aited States and overseas, a several hundred pound monitoring sYstem
woUld not he suitable ror Shipment to, or use in the field. This led,to.theCEL
OeVelopment or a prototype. portable. low cost. thr6e-phase power disturbance
Monitor.
, By NI,zty 1972: theRrst prototype' monitor had been designed. Ilibriczued; md
tested by Mr. NI. N. Smith onc of the eivilkin employees or Civil Engineering

..Labonaory. LI was capatile of detectidg..pltegorizing.: and counting the Occur-
rences Of anom:dies in electrical power systenis. The Monitor cOuld detect poWer
disturb:raCes in all three phases, line-to-neutnil voluiges without the necessity of

I differentiating the phase in which the disturbzinces oecurred. It could continu-,
ouSly monitor pulse transients and variations in voltage and frequency which
Oeeeded preselectedlevels. Whenever a preselected level had beeriexcecded. a
single,..count is registered in one of five connters Which categorized the disturb-
zinces'zis an under-voltage. an ovo-voltzige; an under/over frequency: a low mag-1/4.,
nitude impulse or a high magnitude impulse. Even a combination Of disturb:inces

.occurring sim..:Itaneously Could 'he pioperly ''eategodied and counted, The
monitor contained visual warning lights, an audio alarm. and an AC volt meter.
( Ref. 11.: The original prototype monitor was hpued in a 22 x 143/4x 103/4 inch
cabinet lind weighed only 48 pounds (See Figure 3.-1.).

The totzil R&D funds zissOCiatesd dieeetly with the development or the original.
.;prototype powerline moniair luive been estimzited at $10..600. (Ref. 8) . The suc-
cessful comPletion ol thk pioject coincided with the implementation of the Iztbora-
tory's'technology tninsfer brogram: After the original protorype monitor had been
succeSsfullybench-tested .at the Civil Engineering Laboratory. the decision was
made by The Naval Commuvications.Command tO procure six adAtional monitors
for field-testing and utilization at various Navy shore installations. In Mardi 1972..
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a Request for Proposal to design, fabricate, deliver, and test he six new:monitors
was submitted to the U Depltrtment of Commerce for publication in . the
"Commerce Business Daily." 'I'he successful lidder would he required to:meet
CEL's specificatiOns for the mOnitor.

Programmed Power Inc., a small electronics manufacturing subsidiary of
Frlinklin.Eleinric Company, decided,to submit a,propOsal and bid foil the contract. ,
The companY hird recently, started operatiOns in Menlo Park. California and .had
undertaken :in extensive. research and development project in the field of unititer:-
ruptible: power syStems: They had also performed some:preliminary R&D on
power line moniterS. with the thought of.possihly marketing,,them in'the future:
ProgramMed, Power was the successful bidder. and:in June's:1972. received the
contraci for siX .monitors. The contract called fordeliverY of the Units by Sep-

, tenth& of that year and for the performance testing to be conducted .at the Civil
Engineering LaborlitOry during Octoher. The tou.d amount or the contrict was
$22,479. or $3.749,50 for each or the six supplied menitors.

'.-Transferring the Technologybf the Monitor'

While waiting for deliVery of the new monitors fromProgrammed Power, CEL
field-tested the original prototype at thc Naval Station. Rota. Spain. and' the
Naval Coastal,SysteMsLaboratory. Panama City, Florida. Both'field evaluatiOns
were totally successful. Realizing that the monitor had potential widespread-ap-

Allication Tor the Navy. CEL issued a complete technical, note, describing the
monitor and its capabilities in June 1972,,The initial distribution of the technical,

.note was to all Naval Facilities'Engineeringtommand activities and the Defense'
Documentation C,enter in Washington.. D.C.

I3ased upon theenthusiastic re0onse from:the Nitvy civil engineering commun-
.., it yr. GEL- made the:decision .to make' the monitor a. primary candidate)n their
.technOlogy transfer program. In August. 1972. a press' release was sent oat:offer-

.:ing to make the results of-the ,research and development efforts on the'Monitor ,

.avaitable for use by private industry. The following note..appeared in En-
gineering ,News Letter" section or the Septemher :II. 1972 :edition of :ELE.C.-.
T,RONICS MAGAZIN E:

Power Line' Monitor From the Navy
'Fired of wOndering-what your power line is doing. or for that matter,' isn t
doing,?-: If so. you may he, interested in a low-cost. 3-phase poWer tine
monitor that keeps an eye on the output of such supplieS. The MonitOr
checks for both over and under-voltage and frequency. and positiVe o nega-
tive pulse transients from 50 to 600 volts of pulse duratiOn of from'I. micro-
second to ,16 milliseconds. The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory has
made the results of this research and development effort available.: flit,
further information-write: Utilization Officer. L02.. Naval Civil Engineering
Laboratory, Port- Hueneme, Calif. 93403.

.
The response to that Magazine article was overwhelming. Within a.,week the

,CM1 Engineering Laboratory had received 71 requests for information about the
monitor. By the end 61 March. 1973...the lahoratory had received a total ef,177
separate information requests from private industry, other military servkes. giiv-
ernmenizil agencies tiniversities. hospitals. 36" state agencies. and., 14 different_
count ries .

Meanwhile: Programmed Power Ine, made the decision to develop a Monitor'
suitable for conunercial4pplication. The,companY improved CEL's basic design
and introduced their Model 3200 (See Figure 3-2). As cOuld have been predicted,
theii'product was an instant suceess. Sales for 1973 amonnted to $196.000.: In 1974
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Programmed Power Inc.

141 Jefferson drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025'
(415) 3238454

a

WE ARE PROUD To NUN1BER AMONG OUR VALUED CUSTOMERS

NASAJohnson Space Center
NASALangley Research Center
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
Natienal Accelerator Laboratory
National Bureau of Standards
National Institutes of Health *- .

New York City Off-Track Betting Corp.
New York Telephone
New York Times
Pacific Northwest Bell .
Palm Beach City. Data Processing
Palos gOmmunity Hospital
PhilcoFOrd Corporation
Portland General Electric
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Privy Council of Canada
PRD Electronics
Randolph Engineering
Rental Electronics -

Rich Inc.
St. Regis Paper Company
Scan Data Corporation
Port of Seattle
A: 0.'Smith Company
Stanford Research Institute
Stanford University
Summit Radio Corporation.
Teledyne-Inet
TeleAitcher Corporation
Texaco, Inc.
Texas Instruments
Thatcher Glass Manufacturing

-4Tymshare,.Ine
Union Carbide Corporation
U.S. Air Force Academy 0

U.S. Army, Anniston Depot
U.S. Army, Ft. HuactIca
U.S. Army, MERDC
U.S. Army, Red River Depot
U.S. Army Security Agency
U.S. Defense Electronics Supply Ctr.

(Pt. Mugu Air Station)
U.S. Navy Air Station North Island
U.S. Navy Civil Engineering Laboratory
U.S. Navy Puget Sound Shipyard .

U.S. Navy Subic Bay Torpedo Station
U.S. Navy, WesNivFacEngCom
U.S. Department of Commerce (NESS).
U.S. Department of the fnterior

(Bureau of.Mines)
U:S. Department of State
Univac
University of Michigan
Wellsco Data Corporation

'Western Electric
- Westinghouse Electric

Wisconsin Electric
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center

Aetna Life & Casualty
Aluminum Company of America
American Broadcasting Company,
American MIcrosysteins
Arizona State University
B-D Spear Medical Systems
Banco do Brasil, 5,k
Bank of America
Bell Canada
Bell Helicopter
Blue Cross Association, .

BNR (Canada) .

Bolt, Beranek & Newman
Bowhng Green State University
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Bunker Ramo Corporation
Bunker Remo, Esis Division
Burlington Engineering
Burroughs Corporation
Canadian Overseas Telecommuni-

cations Corporation
Canadian Bank of Commerce
Canteen Corporation
Chandler Leasing Corporafion
Chemical Abstracts Service
Control Data Corporation.

-E. I. duPont
Eastman Kodak
EC R M
Electro Rents
Elektro Ziegler (Germany)
Empresa Brasileira de TelecOMmuni

cacoes, S.A. .

.Emery Air Freight

.Ford Motor Company
Four-Phase Systems Inc.
GTE:Information Systems
GTE/Lenkurt Electric
General Motors properties
General Motors Proving Grounds
Harris Trust & Savings Bank
Hartford National Bank A Trust Company.
Hercules, Inc.
Hewlett-Packard
Hoftman-LaRocht
Honeywell Inc.
Houghes-Aircratt.
IBM
Identicon
Industrial.Nucleonics
Kitchens of Sara Lee
Eli Lilly & Company
McDonnell-Douglas
Medical Center Company
Metropolitan Life Insurance
MMisterid da Fazenda,:S.A.',
'State of Minnesota GD
.Montgomery Ward
NASA7-Ames Research Center

Figure 3-3
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sales 00 he monitor tofaled $454,000 and the 1975 sales,forecast predicts close to .
$1 million, Programmed PM17er now. Offers a complete range or mimitor.to.both.-.'
the domestic and international markets (See figure 3-3), The .companycurrently

.; employs .fifteen people, six directly,Las a result of the monitor. By 1978,. when
Programmed rower exPects to enter theuninterruptible power systems market on
tffairly large scale, employment is expected to reach 110 pebple.

Benefits Derived from Transferred Technology of the Monitor

The economic benefits of CEL's transfer of the monitor technology to Pro-
grammed Power Inc. are .0,bvious.and the company acknowledges that CEL was
responsible for its entry into monitor production. (Ref. 9). Power, line monitors:
have constituted the bulk of the company's business since its .formation and is
yesponsible for its,growing work force.

The positive impact that CEI..'s transfer of the monitor technology will have on
the :country's economy as a whole can also be estimated. Utiliiing the economic
concept of the multiplier effect, it can be shown that a $10,000 research and
development effort by the Navy will have led to the creation of an estimated
$1,650,000 worth of additional goods and services by the end of 1975. If the
Navy's Rtth expenditure is considered to be theinitial investment," then the :
reSultant "multiplier" have been. I65an excellent return by any measure:
particularly in these days Of econo-mic uncertainty. (Ref. 10).

The direct savings to the Federal Government users of the-monitor as a result
of its fieing commercially' available are significant. The original six power line
monitorS purchased by the Civil Engineering Laboratory cost $3349.50 each. The
priee of the same monitors fell to$2,995 when Programmed POWer Inc. went into :
full-scale commercial production. Since then, the military serVices and other Fed-
eral Agencies:have purchased approximately 35 of the monitors. Ira conservative
cost savings figure of $600 per unit is used, more than twice the initial $10,000
R&D costs:have been realized to date.

Although,CEL's development of a low ctiSi. versatile poWer line'monitor was 7
initiated:to ftilfill a Navy need created by varying quality of world-wide electricaV
poWer supplies, the current fuel shortage and related energy crisis in the United
States have increased industry's demand for power monitoring' devices. The
PoWer-generating problem with its feared consequences of power outages.
brownouts, voltage dips. transients. and frequency variations is worrying industry
and rightfully so. According to Mr. Lee Cooper, PreSident of Programmed Power
Inc.. "Last year's fuel and energy crunch woke LIji a lot of people in the elec7
tronics and computerindustries. They found out that much to their dismay. they
can no longer take for granted what comes out of that electrical socket in the
wall." (Ref. I I).

In a recent article by Mr. C. R. Tsung. a highly qualified expert in electrical
power consumption. the author S'tates. "Brownouts will be a fact of life for an
indefinite period of firm: to coMe." Mr. Tsung further reports that from a recent
survey cOncerning the effects of voltage reductions, it was discovered that during
brownouts, poor and unreliable operations mere experienced wittt elevators and
their controls. monitoring equipment. esealators. coMmunication equipment, air
conditioning equipment, and a wide variety .of motors. computers. and. other
business machines. Prticularly sensitive equipment. such as electronic data
processing computers. production' controls, and medical diagnostic itistruments,
are affected by even slight voltage variatiOns, and probably should be rembved
from:service yhen, suppjy voltages do not range within specified requirements.
(Ref. 12). Imagine the expense involved when a technician spends hours attempt
ing to debug ti computer malfunction when the culprit-waislot the mtichine but the
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Power suppb, ; or the eonsternatiim of an eNecutive- making crucial corporate
dei:kions on computer generated data that may be erroneous; or 'dpetor's fear
that critical medical monitoring instruments may malfunction because of power
problems. The mtritor can detect and/or indicatc solutions for many of these
problems.

Conclusion

power line monitor is just one eNample of how Navy .R&D efforts, com-
bined with an aggressiv technology transfer program such as that at the Navy's

Fngineering kaboratory, are benefiting society and returning public divi-
dends from defense research dollar's? .
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The research a ipplication ettort n the Forest Service Was started some 75 years
ago. SomehOw from the 20s to 1972 we lost sight of the fact that 'we 'had the

, responsibility' of getting our research applied. Somewhere in that period we
started talking.to libraries and peers rather than user groups. Back in about 1972
the General ,Accounting Office did an iiudit of Forest Service research and as it

. eame out it looked as if we were not getting any .research applied. Therefore
renewed effort was begun to get the research applied.. From then on we had the
challenge to see that the information from the Forest Service Reseqch was
moved oat of the laboratories and journals and into the hands of the, peoP*le who
need it'to helpthem solve problems.

!

The initial effort was to hire the CRUSK group to look at the Forest Service
apparatus. The next step was to formulate a Washington Office Steering Commit-

, teeThe committee was made up of the three branches of the Forest Service
'whieh are Research. State and Private Forestry, and National Forest Systems, In
1972 this committee originated a national workshop on Research Implementation
which was qonducted in,'Atlanta,.Georgia. As a result of this research imPlemen-
tation Workshop they looked at several .problems within the adminiStratiOn of
research. and wiihin the administration of the FOrest 'Service in particular, in
regard tO application :research findings. They came .up with about 28
recommendationsmost of which have been put into effect. This was a week long
workshop. 9ver 100 people attended. Most of the attendees were from the Forest
Service. Some of the findings of the workshop resulted in a neW chapter to the
Forest ,Scrvice Manual and Handbook Which now covers the policies and
service7wide responsibilities for research implementatiA. For the first time it sets

: out that there will be field responsibilities for reselirch implementation and coor-
dination. The Forest SerVice is also revising its research program section to cover
responsibilities, roles, and implementation of research results. We organized a
Washington Office Task Force to develop a uniform service-wide: publication
system because We realized fullV that one of the iMportant means of communica-
tions is through a publication, process. ThiS task force has submitted a draft report
to the Chief of ,Staff.

Also in 1973 a Natiomil Research Information Service AdviSory'position to the
Deputy Chief of Research was established. I became that. I was at thattime
working with the Northeastern ForeSt Experiment Station on information serv-

' ices work and I had a'one-half,responSihility for this national assignment.
My :responsibility at the Northeast Station was' to stimulate .special activities'

that Would lead toward better or more rapid application of research findings. This
.responsibility led-to the development of a pilot projeet on packaging research for
specific audiences. The success of this endavor: has generated, intereSt in the

: packaging process for research 'applications. We were able to take ,a bit of re
seareh that one"df our scientists had on decay and discoloration or trees and by
unique packaging:throagh dlusti ition, siMple slide-presentations, we Were able to
get the message ()I:11hr beyond where he had been able to reach with:100 technical
publications,' As a result, oT that we were given a responsibility to deVelop
national guide that other scientists could utilize in packaging their research. This
guide is now,available.

E.ich ot the.eight regional stations has an editbrial and publication bninch. But
out in the regions and areas (there.are two lireas of the Foresi Service' and ten
regions) there is no one reSpnsible for taking the research information and put-
ting it into language that: the user can understand and use.

We have taken a series of publieations which were originally entitled "What's
New in Researchin the West"' and expanded that to "What's New in Research.
It .covered about four stations to explain what Was happening at those stations so
that a practitiOner cOuld understand it. he wants additional information .he
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'knows %Vhere to go to go it, We have a similar publication. "Forest Research
News for the SoutV. which covers two areas. .,

Our research -.administration in the Washington office has been .wo,rkingWithH.
personnel to amplify and clarify the research grade evaluation guide to proVide
recognitiOn toimplementation efforts by .scientistS. We are trying to tackle-the,
reward- SysteilL .

The- hief and stall are, working with' the fixtensiory Service to establish jointH,,:
locations of extension .foresters and Forest .Service specialists at research ,center

- and land grant universities,.whenever feasible..on a person-to-person basiSfqrthe:._
-! transfer ,a research informirtion.H,,, -,, H

W. hi-t,Vereorgiinized our -eXperiment stations and for thc first timc we haVe,.a.,.
position y,hk:h has direct responsibility for research impleMentatign. We dett an
Assistant Dir'ector D) :for prpgram planning and application fle is a key staff!.

: officer in the station. -We, had a workshop for these ADs for planning and iMplica',
tion in Yebruary or this year. at which we,established their orientation and major. :-

...objectives by which they wOuld..tackleit.he applicatit4i,process, WC have-de--
veloped a Forestry 'Technical- Information System working with the .Atomic
Energy Commission in .Oak. Ridge. We arc going to computerize our technical_

information system,and storage retrieval -so that the land, Manager. in Case he has a
problem,' can plug into it and get an answer.' '

--My present position.was,established in 1974 in WaOtington, D.C. I serVe as the
focal point for initiating,-. developing;- coordinating: and facilitating prograins-
which will help accelerate the- application of forest serice research results.
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CR USK2we. dii:researeh oti: the research utiliilitiOn process:,we also try to.

:'..ge.tthe knOWledge Vc producepitt to.use by st tidying tind improving.Our skills in':,-thc drss. win ition wit utilti it ion (D&U ) piocess Often We,seein our own udli-:41tion Work:the SamePrinetples.'we Observe pPeniting in'the D&U networks- wehe 'disc assing both ,of.these levels using as ,an .example,pity
roile-,jteiraCtjoni.ese:arch project with the U.S. Forest Service Research.Biiineh.'TWe h r. %','orked..trOm wit hin 'the yesearch.prganizat i6n sci.it is .this part:of the-Fotest Sei icc I will t mllrhout The eomments Made by tvli Hal Marx...have..'covered ho-i,Vthe izesettrehBranch,-i's trying to relate to the:total .Forest.Service:..organization. In our work we have stresSedka Model which highliehts,..the cntr ml

:ity of the potential tiSer of4esearch in the tejtal, R8i.DTt.D84.U..proCesS.,'so We haveworked With the Research '.Brtinch..in a way which puts us soMewhatin the role.of.ahadvocate fOrthe user...However., since we haVe been constrained to:Work from :-'within:the ,ReSearch. Branch alMost .exclusively the thrust of Our ahalysis'andfeedbtick/problemLSolving 'work' has been: what .c'an the Research. Branch. d.oto..iMprove both the proditetibn.. of knoWledge andthe extentio-which itgets'tised?,The analyses I will talk about tater are geared to answering.this question....,Parenttietically..1 might note that .researehers always seem to be more in-terested in sueh work than arethe users. The reWard systems of researcherS, andothers for that matter; aret ied up in theproduction hot in fhe input In fact; mostOf us here 'are researchersinterested. in getting outr.F.Oducts used.Researchers aremore motiVated than ..;clients.to 'improve utilization, and .agencies ,sueh... as theGovernment ..Accounting ,Office do..audits whiCh heighten. this.-motiyation (theReSearch- priTchrr.eceived an audit critieal Of its appliCation efforts'ti..few.yearS.ago).. The backdrop for our work. then. was an agency- motivatedat.least at thetop leadership leveltoimprove dissemination or findini;s, and uses towhich they..are pat.. .

. . .Analytieally. we have been working Mth two important criteria...in this process:.'the researehers' 'contributionS to scientific knowledge.' and to.applicationS. ofknowledge:.The former..iS a necessary -but.not sufficient conditiori for the latter:.
MarC.carnments. might lead yott to suspect.the'Researeh BranCh has,been.: histOrically..more concerned with reaching .otherreSearcherS as't he prinittryClient forresearch: but the. shift is now on. toward .applied clients the,. naturtilmanagers. have tried to emphasize the-point that a 'cliekitis. More frititful than trying to decidc if-the knoWledee being prodUced is eitherThasic77 or 7applied. We feel that:. in many clises..it is almost impossible Co looktit knowledge 'told iii ike t basic-applied distinction. AlsO even ir the knowledge'can b classified .as.7-applieable. that .is no Clue its to.whether.br-.not it actually.'gets trtinsmitied to..and Put to Continueuse ftelients %vim *are nof'researchers..;I:think thisis ,enough background about our overall appro.ach.."The mtiteri.tils in -Figure 5-1.wiltgive you More informaition tibout the project itself...What -I WOuld

.'like-tod'o'nOW is to coneentrate on two .topics in.. turn: (l) the action. rekareh..Renewal Model7 which weha ye been tryingiaget put into use in theForeSt:SerVice. and (2) the findings about scientific*.and ,applied contributionwhich 'are. eMerging.frOin our research within this model; At ;:the end;' .1 will. mention sotne of our.leartlings about research utilization Piinciples which seem to:hold true at both. levels: ( I.) our work .with our Forest Service. clients.,and (2) what.identifieS ahOut how they get their knoWledge put to_use.' Front Wh'atI have heard:at ...this meeting:- I. suspect that'many.,o1 these 'principles nthy to.

,1
the Navy. situation...as well.

The. R&D...Lehoratory Model
.Thereare four broad areas-. which we.feel coiiipetent4 work with in an:R(0 .org.itniztition, and Which...we.have..studied,..in the ,Forest-Seryite. Thev arethe
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GOALS
To conduct a comprehensive action-research project, covering the areas of:

(a) Organizational planning and goal-setting ,

(b) Individual satisfactions, information-prbcessing, and-other personal factors
(c) 'Organizational climate, leadership, functioning
(d) Production and dissemination of, outputs for scientific clients and.fOr applied clients.

Implicit in the notion of action research is a detailed problem-solving perspective for problem-
formulation,'data collection, analysis, feedb'ack, identification and group problem-SOlving to work on
problem areas, and finally, an evaluation of changes in the organization. The overall Sequence willtake -
something like five years (we are four years into the process now).

TASKS .

Initial problem-formulation was done-through a year's open-ended interviewing, learning, and setting
up of an "inside team" fr'om F.S. Washington leadership, primarily in research-, but with Client represen-
tation as well.

Data collection (year two) saw creation of a complete R&D organization questionnaire in the four -

areas above, and collection of,data'from a census of researchers and a I/3 sample of research techni-
cians, with an overall response rate of 94%. A large data reduction and multivariate analysis chore
followed, focusing on the criteria of satisfactions, scientific, and applied contribution, with some atten-
tion to reward ,(:in terms of G.S. Grade). -

Recently we have been involved in guiding the data.feedback process with small groups in'eaCh of
the eight F.S. research stations and the Forest Products Laboratory. The mbdel has been one of

leaching problem-solving skills needed to derive problems from data, identify solutions, and build action
plans for them. The data have served to: (1) ide9t±fy predictiye models for the criteria (and-hence,
establish important predictors), and (2) indicate where the statibns are on the criteria and their predic-
tors, to establish priorities for problem-identification. Grouri discussions use these results as. a spring-
board in result-validation and interpretation/

Future work will center-more and more in helping the system correct problems identified, and
reinforce the strengths. Prime areas,fOr national attention are; (1) a complete look' at' research

-applications="-appropriate activities,--how to measure contributions, and the reward system; (2) de- ,
velopment of organizational skillein the stations; (3) testing of a short form of our instrument, geared to
use as 'a management tool:The form will collect ratings of organizational and individual factors, plus
loOk directly at the effects of these factors on satisfactions and contributions. '

FURTHER WORK- -

We have-also been working with a medical R&D organization in a more compact. version of the .
project, -with an instrument based on the notion of point 3 in the paragraph above:Similar data have
also-been collected in an educational R&D lab by another researcher. In the future we will finish

- ----analyses at individual project, and location levels, and write ektensively.

Figure 5-1 Summary' of'the CRUSKUS. Forest Service Research.Study.

focusqu'ellti listed tis. the rows' in the model. in Figure 5-2. Thearetts tire: ). the-
research Planning .process. both-long and short range: (2) organizationa!tactors
(3) individiutl factors.. attitudes. motivations. information processing, . and
background::and (4) prodUction of knowledge. dissemination, and utilization. We..

. did not Prioriti.Ze these focus areas, nor put-any predictor,--criterion,.models on
them before .:we began to work. This -may scare some social scientists:. but Ave

-.began' with t he "free' approach because ve think the criteria.and tho..models.need
to be set by an-organization to meet its needs. not ours. What Welfre saYing is. that

, tll of these faCtors are needed jo izive us a master.y over what is:going .911.in the.
. organizatIon.:but that how the treas interrelate and what the important outcome
measures are:must he specified..hy the- client. .-.

The staizes in theaction research pro(..'ess. specified working:toward .the right
across -the top of the. figure. consititute'a more .active than .normal role :for the.
researcher in helping 'his client undertand Lnd Use .information.. Tho,ugh this
process priiVides, we believe. more Use(ul and used butputs..it has heightened.our

.concern.abbut'factors such tt. long time.periods in research projects.the neces.sity .

and.the revtird syStem in Sciencetill faetoi7s- we will discOss
.

In the first stage of problem formulation:we spent-tt full yearsimply getting to..
.

"-know the tLi itoi iiid thepeopUe in the reseitrcklorgitnizzition. This. detail pitid.
afl
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\
orr in the coverage we were then able to pi:ovide in our suryey instrument, the
predictive power ()four analyses: andlin the ultimate tiSefulness of the results...The
rmijor data'.'. from the problem formulation year consist of Open-end,ed group
interviews with about 300 persons in the Research Branch andelient groups:.

From this: we went on into the second phase of the model, Using a 'self-
adminiStered survey questipnrraire 'covering the four areas: IVkmY of tfie concepts
uSed Were taken from precedent works (:)n research organizations, organizational
development, lind disseminatiOn a nd utihzation. All of the concepts were: how -
ever. filtered through the realities cOrpained in', the problem formulation re:sults,
lind through a Forest Service project Monitoring team, in order to'insure that we
were asking relevant questions, In ui ilyi w hzi'Ve concentnited on criteria
dealing with rezictioris (and satiSfactions) with the orgzinization, contributipns to
knOwledge and aPplications. and increasingly in recent Months, the notion or the
reWard system. We'lind that ipteiest in these criteria yaries within:the organiza-..
tion..We.haive discoyered that there is.more. interest zit the top of the.orgiinization
with issues such as research .application, while individual researchers are more

-COneerned with' the organizational conditions which help or hurt their work: and
.contributions o[either type. Thus: we have had to keep a wide range informa-
tion in the feedback data and reports we have provided for stations, and in the
meetings we have held for.problem solving based on the, results. .

What happens during feedback and problem solvinO-The following phases
seem to-Cover most or the work done :separately in the various research stations.

Orientation or the client to our perspectives, and or us to their- current
problems: initial meetings with leadership were used, too.

'Presentation of findings dealing with the criteria and with factors which
relate strongly to the criteria in nation-wide analyses. Data are always prc-

,sented in a wayVhich allow them to compare themselvo with the rest of the
systern. and in addition. by iniportant levels (c.g,job status) within their
local organization. '

3. I "alidatioti.of our findings against the collected .experiences of groups from
the station. In eases pf disagreement between the clients and the data. we
explored the reason for the discrepancy, and usually etime out agreeing with
the clients' judgments.

4. ProbIetn form/dation. using the data and discussion as stimuli for the group
to use in brainstorming sessions with the goal o(identirying real. continuing
problems in that station. :

5. Solution rermnmendation, using continuing brainstorming to come up with
idternative solutions, evaluate the alternatives. and finish with a list of rec-
ommendations for action. The recommendations usually went to station
leadership.for reactions and implementation, .

Our rofe in the content or this work was greatest during th,e first two steps. and
gave way to increased activity with the process used by-the meeting participants
during the later phaseS..Validation wzis a particularly important step. since it 'was
here: in the group setting.- that indivkluals came to feel they understood our
concepts zi-nd could relate to them. In addition, they had the necessary chance. to .
locate paiblems in the data or analysis. Sevend kinds of problems Were identified
in Various locationS:

I. Conditions had changed Since the data were.eollected. Here our desire to
collect complete data and dO'ciiiiipriYhensiye analyses worked against our
desire to he timely. In addition, the Forest Service_told-us -in' no uriCertain
terms that the stations.could.inot hold-still, or conSent to he control groups
for uN.



-
. .We .had not asked the right questiohs. This was .particularly true in: cases,:.

Where Ideal:conditions differed from thoSe true nationwide..Were we-to. do
, the research again, for example, we Would probably;pii(more etnphasis on
. the financial .aspects o( research ,prOjects..Where -We did have an area .Cov-H.
..ered:' however, we fOtind that the items seemed much more on target than in.'
. the average survey. This we, attribute completely,:to the amoant of work
which.went on dttring the first year. and.to-thcfact that ite ms 'were not added'
solely from.the soda! .scientist's view of how the .world (and the concepts"-..
..working in it)..ought .to. be.

3. Our nnalyses,weren't complete: We fotind that ourclients gave uS valuable;
dues for variables which- needed to be'considered for qualifying conditions:-
etc. The fact that they themselves 'are researchers helped no end here.The

. comments added both to the predictive power in our revised analyses, and to
the utility of the resultsprimarily since the client could noW have more
confidence in the findings.

.Our general principle running through,all of our work is.that of direct psycholog-
ical involvement of. Ihe client throughout the process. and.Of direct interaction ,.
between client and researcher at all. phases. The `%-iction potential-of the results js .
much greater' jf the clieneTeelS.he understands .and somehow "owns"thestUdy,
its.coneepts, and its findings. On the other hand,- the client .needs help with the
prOceSs throtigh Vhich the findings get 'turned into recommendationSlor support-
ing good things Or changing bad ones..These feelings of ownershiP areParticularly.
crucial at leadership levels. since these provide a legitimateentry to the staffand
the-staff in turnitisures that leadership cannot ignOre the studY andits recomMen---.
dationS.
. .1: think this cOvers 'the process of our work sufficiently. The next queStion
inv-olVes what we've learned from the research,. I have selected three nnalyses for
attention here. taken from the data for all, Forest Service Research station's corrt
bined.

Some'Findings
We will be looking at analyses of the tWo kinds of contribution reseafchers can

make: that to scientific knoWledge itself. and that to applications. We have found
that indices. of The two kinds of contribution do correlate positivelyresearchers
whoire contributing to science also tend to contribute td applications. BeyOnd
ehis.' however. there,iare different predictive models for scientific and applied,
contribution.1' . . .

The sLienthc contribUtioni. index ,is.the vertical settle in Figure 5.43... Groups
have been defined bY the CoMputer. as a function of high-low Splits on a set of
Predictors: so as to maximally predict the criterion of contribution by creating
groups (in a non-symmetric 'Mannerthe technique is'called Automatic Interac-
tion Detection). Notice one thing about the strategy we are using-.we have not
brought.back to the client any regression or correlation analyses. We have found
that it is difficult even for reseavherS to derive tictitin imPlications from cortrela-
tional findings. They seem' to need lerels-on defined variableS for groups of iden-
ified type and size.

The analysis shows us that the highest contributors to science hi the Forest.
Service Research Brandi are research teaM Project Leaders who are also "self
starting." in that they get a greater than average amount of stimulation to perform

... .

*Both measures equally weigh apPropriauf stionnairc responses in three areas: mimbcr of wrifien
outputs in 'last live ydars. number Of.eventsattendcd. ;mil opinions about contribution.
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Figure 5-3 "A.I.D." Analysis of the. Scientific Contribution Index (Data from
scientists and Prs)

well'fromtheir own work, ideas.*and curiosity. They are also more "cognitively
complex." that is, they prefer to hanillemany aspects of a problem'at once, rather

. than working on. one facet at a time in a linear fashion. The.combination of these
three factors, then, defines the highest groui6naking up.abOut 13:per cent Of the.. .

..reSearchers in the 'organization. ,Scientists, as oos_e_d to. Projdct Leaders,-can-
..."compensate" for Aheir lOwer role-in the organizatikwucture..by having a-

Ph.D..- being more active in inter-project and inter-displin llaborative re-.
seatch,. and having a good scientific information exchange environ -nt_The
scientific information environment and feelings of high challenge in wOrk
-dedication tO ..Work.help thd non-doctorate Scientits...0n:the.:bottom in terms of

....scientific contribution are Scientists without a doctorate who'say their scientific
:information environment is bad. Organizational faetors, then, seertreritic4for the
-scientific contribution of scientists but only .personal cognitive and motivation
lactors.iire impoyhmt to the eon.tributiOn of the research teaders. (NlOst Of whom

..were'probably selected for their job because they hadthesc-.Characteristios.)
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..feedback we Would Compare the percentages in each of these- nine groups
from,the.mition-.wide data withpereentageS:in the station. We would ako look at

. the mean scores oithe nine. Omit:Cs in the station, again -compared with .the
-tional,data. Ira station found it had more researchers than-aVerage in a low group. .
;indfor alower contribution score forthat group. then it Would have an idea of
.which. factors to work'on for-change. For example, if.20 per cent of a.-.station's
researeh Scientists showed up in the non-Ph.D.--poor scientific information
group...then thau station .Would have a clue, that it might need' to itnprove the

. information. environment I'Or these persons. W 'might because this finding
would Still need to be discussed and validated by the experiences of the' group..

The next examPle, in Figure 4. covers the index or applied contribution. It is iu
a, different form for ease Of understanding, but it was produced by the same
analytic procedure as was used abOve... What We are saying here is, and I would
challenge you to think about your own R&D organization, that applied-contribu-
tion iS affected mosu dramatically by .thc extent researchers think their ottaniza-
tion supPorts their. efforts in linking 'with clients. The support measure includes
perceived.pressure from inside nd outside the research team toset application:
the extent the supervisor pushes application; and the rewards perceived for such
work. also. What the three plots show.is that the effects of support are-pOsitive for
all three groups, thotigh a bit moreimportaht for Project LeadersIwho get a grea.t
deal or stimulus from client problems. Client stimulus makes a difference, as does, .
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(Data from Scientists and -PL.$)
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job status if the. researcher is high in getting this stimulus from clients. So, job
status. stimulation froM clients, and a overall Organizational Supporl, are the
important factors to know about in predicting applied contributions. The support
dimension, in particular, has come in for a lot of discussion during feedback as a :
controlling factor ih the amount researchers get,.active in ;APpliCations. This brings
us to the final analysis.

Just how do the two contribution factors relate to rewards researchers receive?
To answer:this we divided researchers into five groups, as a function of their
scores on the two contribution measures, and then compared the average G.S.
GradeS of the groups, after controlling for,background and experience factdrs.
The results are in Figure 5.

, 13.0

0

0
co, 12.5
0
co'

1,0

GRP 1
low on
both

GRP 5 GRP 3 GRP 2
..Moderate Lo Scienti- High Scienti-

on both fic, high fic, low
Applied Applied

FIVE SCIENTIFIC AND APPLIED CONTRIBUTION GROUPS

'Means adjusted to remove effects of background factors listed below.

Table of Covanafes

GRP 4
High

on both

Level of education
Years since education completed
Years in Forest Service research

Equality of adjusted mi-rans d I

p.

Scientists PLs
f p t P.

15.1 . .0001 3.5 .ocif
8.0 .0001 4.2 .0001
6.5 .0001 2.3 05

4.680 4.242
6.8 7.1

.oqp, ,oecn ,

Fikure 5L5 .Analysis of Covariance for G. S..Grade of Five Scientifit. and Applied
Contribution Groups.
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'What we see is thaL.for research team Project Leaders, those who are high in
'applied contribution arc:about One half a G.S. Grade lower. thaatheic\colleagues..
regardless ol where they.aire on eientific. conti ibution. compaire groupsone tind.
three:the only' difference between them is that grotip three is high on application's.:
while bOth are low in scientific contribution. Here:.'grotip. three is .half a grade

en though. objectively: they are at least contribUting in one area. More
serious is..the cut taken by group four as compared with group. two,. Project
Leaders in group four.are high in both kinds of contribution,' but they are still half
a grade lower than their peers who are high only-in scientific contribution:The
reward system for Project 'Leaders. then. appcars.to give a negative reward for

.applicationS. For Scientists, the picture is not so badwe see a generalpositive .

trend fO'r G.S. Gradeasthe Scient:st becomes high in either area and finally both.
.- During data feedback. discuSsion 'immediately turns to the big .issue: why
d(,)esn't the organization reward applications work of Project Leaders? As we'Ve
said earlier. the Forest' Service has been .eoncerned in the Oast with buildingit .

sciatific legitimacy. acadendc, credibility. building laboratories close to univer-
.sity campuses. and so on: Reputation bitilding is a'necessary step: but, what we
are seeing is that rewards are not yet ready for the next step which the organiza--.
tion is trying to take. We suspect that a great deal of work win be'.needed

. change the peer evakiation system. and the governMent guidelines kir evaluating
science.

Parallels

I want to dose with some ptirallels3- . een at the two levels we talked about
earlier: the use of our know.kdge about research production and utilization in the
Forest Service, and what we see in the Forest Service as they try to get their
knowledge put to use. As I said, some of these seem to apply to the Navy setting
as wen.

First, of eourse is-the rewa0 problem. It seems endemic,as much of a diffi-
culty in the Forest Service as in academics in rewarding efforts' to get research
applied. It seems that the people in charge of research orgvnizations are only.
beginning to Move in the direction-of emphasizing applicationand more so in the
government than in academics: but neither group has taken the next required step
of putting rewards where their%ierbahzations .arc. ,

A second parallel.is that problem of maintaining a long-time sequence of proj-
ects. I have indicated 'that the Forest Service project.is..a.four to five year effort.
We have had difficulty maintaining our momentum as a 'research team. Social
Scientists.are geared to work on s'hort range things. Very few of us are psycholog-
ically keyed to not having an answerfor the nextfour y.ears. This, ofcislurse. ties

,. immediately bad: into thc reward system problems. All of these things interaFt.
We See the .same difficulties in the Forest Service: if we think a five year, tiMe
sequence is badwhat do you do if you want to study thd complete regeneration
of the forest? It may take a generation before the project is done, creating a
motivation and mOmentum problem. So both of us (we and the Forest Service)
.seem to have problems in terms of time scale: I haven't heard thiS mentioned as so
great a problem in NaAy R&D. however.

Third is another time rvoblem parallel that of turn-around time. Our analysis .

being as detailed its it was, took something like,a Yeai or a year and one-hie As I
said, the.organization moved,out from under us. In the Forest Service, we hear
the same'thing. We hear clients complaining that. "By the time you guys came

'back With your solution to the problem. we had simply nipped a coin for a sblution
and went on. That, was last year's problem. This year's problem is x. y or Z. What
do yoh have to ten me on that?" It seems that researi.ters arc still tied to the .01



level or even .the .001 level Of significance before they will say anything. even
tliough the real world often makes decisions on the flip of a coin. Clients are
"saying to kis-all the time, '`Why don't you give mea.60-40 guess?' If you stop and
think abOut it.rnany of us researChers, change hats. We take off the conical peak
hat of the ackidepzician and put on the hard hat Of the consultant. We will go out
into the real rld and we will help people. What we do when we do that. is forget
thedata anti like' from the ',hip. We use our hunches. which are educated guesses.:.
based on what we, think is going on. We are:not staking our .reputation 'on a
probability leyeL Clients are asking us to do more of this. even within cur ft-

proiects. With both symems we hove some problems doing this. Ti
prbably true for the type of research that you do also.

f.ourth is familiarity with the client. This is a crucial factor in the stle"cess of
research. primarily., I maintain, becauseof the fact that research must be des;gned
to meet the needs of the clients. It is also required to help_solve probleMs. have a
rule of thumb. About the time thati feel you could goto work as afeSearcher for.
that organization or about the time you go to a meeting and arernistaken- for an
employee or the organization. then that point in time you are at the level where
you can.begin to make some positive inputs to that organizatioh. Before that it is
best tO be quiet.

Fifth is the problem of the R&D to client ratio. This ratWbrings in the need for
. linkers kind person multipliers. These Concepts have also been discussed during

this meeting. Our project used two people. Oh the average therre has been ont
scientist man year on the project. There are about I AO researchers in the Foi:6t
Service R&D community: but at least 40.000 to 5/0.000 whO could be potential
users of the. inforniatiOn they produce. That nitiois very large. Something needs
to be put into !he middle. We all have learned/that people make better people
multipliers than impersonal mediaboth we kixrid the Forest Service are beginning
to move into the area of training other people to 'translate knowledge and pass it
along. The Department of Agriculture started the extension concept;'bUt some-
how there has been a problem in carrying the concept over into the. Forest
Service.

The sixth paallel is that we all have to learn that researchers cannot take all of
the blame for lack of use of knowledge. Again it goes back to what people are
rewarded for. We have had a few reward problems in that we are demanding a fair
amount of timefrom people out in the field. Time was needed to derive solutions
based on what we had found. but they may not get rewarded for giving .us this
time. The Forest Service research'ers have the same problem. It doesn't 'say in a
Forester's job description: "one of the things you will do, and get rewarded for, is
listening to the researchers." .1 don't know of anybody's job'description in any .

agency which is Written this way.
Seventh is the parallel of organizational support, the thing that we saw was so,

important in applied contribution. Social science is. still overly concerned with the,
academic image and rewards researcher's for contributions made in narrow scien-I
tific specialties: as judged by scientists themselves. R&D organizations seem to
be unahle to breek the mold. prOvide support for their staff. and put' pressure on
the larger academic community that what the lab and its people do is valuable and
important.

The.eighth parallel is Lrine which I see in all of the systems: that is the '7musical
chktirs problem." E:st .about the time we in our research get someone tniined in
(me of.the stations to know what we are talking about. or just about the time that
the Forest Service research bninch:'gets one of the people ont in the regional office
trained. or just about the tithe you get that Navy Captain so that he knows what
you are talking about, the person is gone. The tunFaround time seems to be
something like two years. Then y9u must' stkirt all over again. We are not to6 bad



Off because our client ratio is still '2:1000-or So, and there-are probably only 150 top
administnitors in the system. Us Ually when people leave from'a station at which
We have Worked, they either go oaf to retirement or they go up. Many have'moved
up or across to other stations. People that we worked with earlier are showing up
in surprisingly -useful places. I suspect that this does not happen with the clients in
Forest Service research because when clients,':go up" they tend to get moved to
another region, away from the stafion's territot. In the case of the`Navy. I would
suspect the problem is even more severe. We all need to think of mechanisms
whiCh WilI'make our application.inputs transfer-proof."

The ninth and final, point 'involves the need to work in teams. We need to
because we are. Concerned with doing good social science and with the group
processes required .to get our results and model put to use. We also need team
members .who "know 'the territory" of natural resources. The Forest Service is
also moving more to interdisciplinary teams tis they:come to Work on molt "real-
life problems. M'ost researchers are too narrOwly trained to be aRte to do justice
to the scope demanded in most "real" problems.

In conclusion, I have tried to illustrate the process we have used, together With
some of our findings from the Forest Service project. Both what we have learned
in the process and about the Forest Service point to a series of parallels,..The
panillels stress the importance of proiding orglinizationtil conditions and' sup-
ports (ptirticularly rewards) which permit researcheN to,contribute .to both sci-
ence and application at the:Same time. The dual contribution Makes tremendous
demands on researcher and organiiation alike, and means we.have, much to learn
about being timely, involved, broadbased, and relevant to our clients.

References
"the Forest Servitie 'Project is described in two docuthetus. Annual Report FY 73-74 and Annual

k Report Ey 74.75 by'David A. Lingwood arrd Willi.= C. Morris. These reports are available from
Center for 'Research on Utiliz.ation of Scientific knowledge. InStitute ftir Social Research. Uni-
versity, ol .Micihgan. Ann Arbor. Michigan.
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The Presidential 1 nternships,in .Science.and Engineering-Program was initiated
. .

in -19.71: under.thii.adminktrittiVe cOntraleoethe 8cience Foundationi:with
fOnding being provided. by the Department ufiLabor. .

This

. .

Program enabled unemployed or.underemployed scientists and engineers
holding ;.idvanced degrees to work.for a year at Federal': Researeh,and .DeVelOp;

rmentlaboratories... A,6-ne year.nonrenewable stipend of up..tb $7;000 'per year was
granted to each i9t6n with the laboratory providing' Matehing funds.or, in many
c-ases, larger airunts. ,. ' ... .; ::
1..The. interns/hips .were intended to help the scientists and engineers to. broaden

...:theirWorkeXperience'thereby facilitating their transition to.future jobs,needed by
:SoCiety...To 'Ills end, a'tof;.ml or557: scientistsand 'engineers were gnmted intern-
shiPS at 72 laboratories before the program was,ebncluded in the sPring of .1973.

It is..unftIrtunate that no system for monitoringimd evaluatingthe program was
established before it was started. At ihe time the .program ,concluded, little was

..known about 'its success or failure in.accOmplishing its objectives.'
In late 1973.. and early .1974; two tiayal officers whe 'were enrolled in aprogram

'leading to.. a MaSters Degree in Management at the U.S.: Naval Postgraudate
Sehool, underto* a study,:of the internship.program.' This report describes and
summarizes' their thesiS and their effort in 'preparing. it. ,

The Purpose of the Study
The study was initiated in.an efforr to measure the effectiveness of the Presi-

dential.Internships in Seience and Engineering Program. The specific objectives
of the study were as follows:

1. To determineif the program helped the interns to obtain employment in the
science or engineering fields....
To determine .if the interns provided the: laboratories with a specialized
talent.

. To determine how long it tookthe interns tO become productive members of
theirlaboratories.

. . To determine what effect the' internship ..had on influencing.the interns to
seek a doctorate.
To determine if the intern's' sa4iries and advancement patterns were equiva-
lent to those of their contemporaries.
ro determine if the internship increased the interns capability for technol-...
oey trimsfer.

. To determine how technical-information was transferred-between the interns
and other members of the h,mboratory, zind to 'examine how information was
obtained by laboratory members.

. To determineif there were'identifiable barriers to the transfer of technology
between the interns and .other members of the laboratory..
To determineSome of the characteristics of the interns involved. Of particti-
lar interest are those ckaracteristics that can be associated with the linker
and. stabilizer concepts described by Crrighton...rolly:and Denning. (Ref.'2).

10. To determine if specifieinterncharztcteristics were related to their perform-
°anceat the laboratory.

'Cater. Charles E. zind Korsmo.'Thom;is B NItist&s.'iltesis. A Study Of the Presidential Internship in. .

Engineering.June 1974. Copies are availahle- from t he Derense Documentation Center.
: Cameron Station. Alexandria. Virginia .72314..



The BaCkground for the Study

During the period in which the; Presidentia' I nternships in Science and En-
gineering Program was initiated, highly qualified young scientists and engineers
were enduring a particularly high unemployment rate in the airframe alustry. Dr.
Edward E..David. Jr.. Science A'dvisor to the President. commented that "'these
unemployed people could 'provide a unique source, of skills and resources, much
a Which wasdeveloped at taxpayesrs' expense in colleges:, universities, and vari-
ous laboratories.7 In a sense, these people represented .a vital national resource
that was pot being effectively utilized.

Concurrently. there was it'growing need throughout the cduntry for research-in
I spell areas as pollution control, trash disposal, management, and integration of

large projects. and the nuclear field in areas aS diverse as new power,sySrems or
criminal and, medical laboratories. The internship program ,could provide tempo- :r
rary employment for scientisls and engineers,: expose the trainees to both the
problems and .the capabilities oFgovernMent iresearch ?and developMen( institu-
tions.,and send technologicatl specialists into ale mitinStream or government units.
which had preViously not been able' to afford such expertise.

It made a great deal ot ense for the federal government to protect its interest
by devising' means to utiliie the 'skills that it 'had helped to deyeloP. One of the
main thrusts of thiS study was to eValuate the accompliShments of the internship
program as a means for utilizing these skills. ,

: An essential key to the sticcess of this pail:ram Would be the ability of the
labonitories and interns involved to transfer technical informitiOn and knowledge 7

from one to the other, Technology, transfer has been' defined by Qruber and
Marquis aS "the acceptance by a user of a practice common elsewhere, or it nmy .

be a different ,application of 'a giVen technique .designed originallY for another
use. (Ref.:3. p 255-6). An example is the Widespread adaptation of many:of the'
spnce program developments, such as taint and sub-miniaturization of electronic
coMponents/to commel-cial aPplications.

r one accepl.; the principle that a considerable amount of the nation's research
,and development effort inWlved devking different uses of existing ideas, or
further sophistication olknown concepts. then J.,t' follows that an important facet of
research' aii(f developtrient is the capaNity to ,diseover and .transfer what has
already been learned firm Line user to another.

Another important Ifilcter to he consklered regarding the internship program is
the capability of thc program participants.to develop and utilize innovative con-
cepts. Barnett,Cjills innovation "a new thought, behavior, or thing which is differ-
ent from existing forms. (Ref. I. page 7). it is certainly not difficult to conclude
that' the solution to such relatively recent areaSofpublic eoncern such as pollution

.control and trash distiosal. which had not becn generally recognized as high prior7
ity- tuitional pwhkm in preVious genel ttions. would require some innovative
techniques.

Creighton. Jolly. and Denning OW; ?Shave suggested that certain chanicteris-
tics of some Mdividuak would render them, more effective in accomPlishing the
techriologv tninsfer Mission than others. They went on to describe those individu-
nls who eXhibit the traik: of a eatekeeper (one: whO holds the strateg'ic poSition in
terms or the flow -or knowledge from .sOuree to 'application (Ref. 14

. pp. 7-11).
innovator (early adapter, of an innovation) early .knoWer (One who cOnsistently

-takes On his oWn behalf to.seek out: scientific knowledee and derive
useful learnines therefroM (Ref. 4. pp. 774 1 ) nd opinion leader (the individual
from whom others seek information and- adyiee).

Individuals who (lisplay a high degree of conformance to this description have
been termed by.Creighton. Jolly. and Denning as linkers .whife those Who shOw
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tairly hide .conformance were.called Stabilizers..They flirthei. hypothesized that.'
there.wonld .he a rethtionship,betweeii.the outpti(efficiency utilization.of research

...tind the behiiviond chanteteristics of the. individuals in the user activities.
.If linki.i tnd uibilizers-could be..identified in the intern grodp,'it woidd be -of

interest to .analyZe'their performance.characteristics.as viewed by 'their super...
visors.'iR order to see ir.there were.anysignificiant differences and ir one group.or
the:other achie;ed 'superkw.'performance...results. Identificiition of such relation-.

..ships it theye xisted ,. conkl he. of value_ to, the flibonitories tind otherS.. who are
concerned with-acqUiring -Services of pe-ople to accomplish research and develop-

;inent tasks..
- Hit would be:presumptuous hoWevenw.tasSume that the interns1

themselves had-
complete control of their destinieS, and it ShOuldbe reeognized.that the nature.of

..the laboratory-itsell 'would have some imPact 60 the 'ability of the interns to
either. linkers. or Stlibilizers!: It ibr example, tr laboratory had estab-

fished policieSIthat wotild.servci ts harriers to' the adOptiorf oftechnological innoT.
perhapsbe diffieult for:a linker oriented individwil to realize his

lull potential...Barriers, in this context, could include...stich things IIS failure or the._
Iiihoratories to .encounige and rewiird innovative...suggestions., fliilure or super-
visors to. recognize :iind accept their subordimites' ability. to develop .useful. new ..

:concepts.. fidlure .or the..orglinilation.. to rmiintain lidequate. channels or.cohimuni-
'clitiari- whereby eninlpyees canHTelidily bring innovative "suggestionS to" their
. supervisors' attention, and :many others. It is also likely:that some factors that,
...may. appear as biirriet.Sor detneivt:iror's to some individuals (mar not have the
Same detrimental erect on others. .

. .

With these'thoughtsin Mind: the'study was launched in .quest or information.
that .WC-fuldproye- relevant to the,concepts discussed above.

Description of the Study

A survey of the scientists and engineers who participated in the-internship
program was conduCted.. It was.anticipated that:some or the interns and super-
visors would no longer be employed at the internship laboratories.:TherefOre, it

jilmost certain froin the outset that it would be impossible to.Survey all internS,
or supervisbrs or ever(to oht tin i truly nindom siimpling or the original popula-.
tion.

With theSe limitations in mind the sample population was.selected from the. .

' laboratori0 that participated in the internship prognun. The sample was not
nindom. in thiit it was-limited: to those laboratories in the ,California area, or
laboratories with a lame number..or internsand/or Department of befense
laboratories that could he contacted by Autovon telephone. These limitations
were imposed as a methdd MI minimizing the cost or the study and facilitating,a
gide: response. The lack of random sample violates a prime, reqUirement for
statistical significance implications to the total population:Therefore. the study
team va able to apply the statisticnI measures only to the population or the ,

sample. -
A self-designating questionnaire was developed based urion a research of the:r

literature which exaMined the Characteristics-and qualities or the linker. The,
self-desigmition method wIlti adopted as zin effective but economic method of
identifying the effectivedess athe pi.ogritm in that the individual's perceptions 'awe
what actually:affect his .behavior. (Rel. 5. p. 216).

Fill .erf of the 72 labonitories involVed in the internship prognmi were selccted.'
Them_ lali6nitories employed 137 of the 557 interns. QuestionnaireS were sent to
them. The mailings and responses-are sho%n in Table 6-1.:



'TABLE 6-1
QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTION

Location
Cold Regions Research and

Sets Mailed
Number Returned
Intern Supervisor

Development Laboratory 4 4 3
Brookhaven National Laboratory 15 9 9
Frankford-Argenal 3 2 1

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory - . 9 4 0,
National Aerospace Medical

Research Laboratory 2 1 2
National Center for ;

Edthquake Research 3 1

Naval Electronics
Laboratory Center 8 5 6-

Naval Missile Center
Point Mugu 4 1 2

Naval Ordnance Laboratdry 2 1 2
Naval Research Laboratory 44 30 ' 0 '
Naval Ship Research and .

Development Center 6 4 4
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 12 \''' 8 0
Pacific Southwest Forest and

Range Experiment Station 2 1

Picatinny Arsenal 10 6 ,-t., y
Western Region-al Research

Laboratory 12 8 9
TOTALS 136 87 50

..

. . .

A numb-er of the interns and their supervisors were personally interviewed by:a i
"research team nlember. The interiews clarified unexpected responses and iden-
tified results of the program nOt examined by the questionnaire.

,

QuestiOnnaires

Two separate questionnaires .were distributed, one td the interns and:the otbar.,
to the supei'visor hi the laboralory unde,r,whose guidance 'the intern worked.

. The',intern questiOnnaire wascomposed of' 29 semantic differential .questions.
'directed toward klentifying thceffectiveness of the program. and three open-
ended wiestions dealing.with biographical, data.

A secOnd qtiestionnuirein twQ parts was intended to determine the professional
.,atmo4)here'of the laboratories as it affected the attitudes aru.! .performance of. the
..intern and to:determine The supervisor's evaluations of the interns' characterk-
; tics and productivity. Each question was associated wi,th one or more questions in

. the intern' questionnaire.

Results Matched to Specific Objectives
. .

.

This:section matches responses to the questionnaire with each Of the objectives i
of the study. The objective-is stated, a summary of the findings pertaining to the
objective is given. This is followed by a sumniary of the responses to each ques-

...,

.tion whieh .6ontributed tothat objective.



: .

Objerthe I.' To. determine. ilfhe program "helpe(l the interns to obtitin
employ Ment"in the. science. or engineering fiekls. .

Seyenty-eight percent .of the interns slronglyagreed.or agreed dun the, intern-.
r. ship, helpedtkm5tibtaill.eniploymentiin their fields' and 76 %. strongly agreed,-or
'agreed thifftheAnternsIll-P-- increased -their employment' opporlunity: NinetY-four

. percent or the supervisors strongly agreed .or agreed thaothey would recOmmend-
the tmernS for employment. Only One supervisor disagreed.

The number or interns employed increased from 40 before the- internsitip to' 78.
alter. Three. 'or t he interns went back to sehool titer the-- internship' while six 'of

' them:were unemployed.. The tot l nuniber or interns.-not holding jobs in their field
(lecreased;from 62 before the internship to nine after.: Of those six interns',w,ho
:were unemployed 'after the internship; one had heen previouSly under-emPloyed;
two had been.employed in their field,and three had been in school.'

ONective 2To determine4 the.1 interns provided the laboratories with. a
specialized .talent. .

Forty-eight percent or the interns and 46% or the supervisors strongly agreed or ,
agreed that the interns proVided the laboratorY with a specialized talent. Forty- .

loar'percent or theinterns and 48% of he supervisors relit luit the interns proles7,-
sional knowledge.' was either 'far greater or greateCthan the intern.,' contenF
poraries. Only or the interns and 10% or the supervisors' leltit was less.

There waS a Toderate disagreement, betAveen the,interns' and supervisOrs'
respOnses regarding the.interns'. major value, to the laboratory. The- interns felt
more strongly that their major value was the knowledge they brought.with t hem _to

"the laboratory or their ability to develop new concepts. with 597r of the Interns
selecting one of "hese respOnses. On the other hand,. 58% of,the.supervisors -
indicated that the interns' ability to understand and use concepts already in use.at

:the labon'ttory oi to.carry out rnstructions 'given by others was the interns" major
value . to the laboratory.

ONeciive 3. To determine hoW long it took the interns to become productive
. .

members of their labotatories.
Sixty-three percent of the ititernand:50% of the st irpervisors-felt that the nterns

had become productiVe Within tWo months. Only 2% or the interns _and soper.
visors:felt that it took the interns longer than.six month's to become proditctive.-

Thirty-nine percent or the:interns and 68% or the supervisors thought that the
interns had beCome productive faster than most othernew members-:.

ONeetive.4.. To deternline what effect the 'internship had on. influencingthe .

interns to seek a doctorate.
FiftNix,perceni of the supervisors.strongfy agreed.or agreed that their labora-

torys policy was to encourage internsto seek advanced degree's, while 10% or the
supervisors disagreed with this statement.

or the. 45 interns who did not have ti doctorate prior to the internship,' 31
-indicated that the internship had no influence upon their desire to seek a doCtorate -

. and. that they had.tdready decided one way or the other. Eight interns said the
program encouraged them to .seek a doctonite and lour said the internship .dis-
couraged them.

Objere 5. "lo determine if the interns' salaries and advancement patterns
wee equivalentio those ob their contemporaries.

The_ interns'ttnd supervisors' responses regarding the interns' advancement
pattern were, quite similar. Twepty-nine percent of the interns and off he
supervisors agreed o'r strongly agreed that the interns" advancement pattern was,
better than' their cOntemporaries-; while 25% of the interns and 26% or the.suPer-
.visors, disagreed or strOngly disitgreed, wUh -this supposition. The most .nequent
-answer-chosen by hoth groups was "tindeeided."
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Sixty-three percent or the interns felrthat their .salaries were either higher or
iiitich .hi_gher than their contemporaries, while only. 6% felt they were. lower.

'ONective.6. 71.0 determine ilthe internship increased the interns capability
:for technology.Aransfer.

.Seventy-eight .percent of the interns and 80% or the supervkors agreed .or
'strongly agreed that the internship had iMproved the interns' technology transfer

10% or,the interns and only 22 or the superyjsors disagreed or
strongly' disagreed withthis statement.

ONective 7. To determine how technical information was translerred be-
tween the interns and other members or the laboratory and to exalt-tine hoW
information was obtained by laboratory members. .

'Fifty-one percent or the interns felt that the wayin which the laboratory shared
scientific inforfnatiOn .was either outstanding or completely satisfactory. -While
only one intern indicated that 116.felt.the laboratory.was completely unsatislaétory
.in this regard. Sixty-seven perc-ent or the interns agreed or strongly agreed that
hey were satislied with the amount olinformation they receivedabout.what was

.happening'at the laboratory and 60% of the spervisors either agreed or stronglY
agreed that the top management or the laborittory was effective in keeping' the

. scientists and engineers. informed about what was going on; One supervisor
strongly disagreed_ that his laboratory was effective in sharing informatiOn. The
negative responses to questions regarding the distribution or informatiQn in the
laboratories were generally 'spread among several laboratories with only one t-e-
ceiving predOminantly negative resp6_nses.

Ninety-two percent or the jnterns indicated that they were able to: relate in
technical areas with two or more other members of,tbeir labóratOries. while only
.one intern could relate with no,Aine._ Twenty-live percentof the interns thought
theyic'ould relate with more than six other ktboratory members and several or .
them indicated that they could relate With anyone in the laboratory.'

By far the response most-_frequently chosen as the most .effective way of ex-
;,changing technical informittion in th.-: labortuory was "informal dkcussions en a

- ..one-to-one,basis with 83%, of the interns and-56% of the Supervisors iiiagreeH
ment. Only 3% or both the interns and super\ isor groups indicated that written

-..memos or reports. or formal .meetings were Inwit.effective.
Fifty-nine-percent or the interns indicated that other scientists .and engineers

fromtheir laboratories were theirrnajor sokurce or scientiflie or technical informa- '-
lion and '48% of the supervisors felt that discassions'among this group Was.: the
MaiOr method or obtaining information. Twenty4our-pere 'nt of the .supervisors
thought that discussions...between laboratory members and scientists. engineers
and educators from other activitieN was the major way or obtaining 'scientific
informatiom- bat only 6%- of the interns felt that this was their major source of
information. .

Most ofthe !nipervisors (64.%) felt tlmt if:the intern assiened tOhim had an idea
t hod-gilt would'he useful to the laboratory.he would be most likely to discuss it

with his supervisor- and.only evo st:pervisorS,..said the intern would wfitP: a rzvort
or implement the-idea on his own authority.,

Objectiy,:8, To determine if there.were identifiable barritrs to the transfer of
technology between the interns and Other members of the laboratory.

The majority of the interns (73%) and supervkors (60%) either disaereed or.
strongly disagreed that the paperwork requirements of their labOratorics Were
often unproductive. 71.

y. Seventy-two percent or ihe interns and 88% or the supervisors either agreed or
. strongly tigreed that the litbor gory mimitgement -Lincourugedits mentbers toin-..

cOrporate innovative idels. Of 12..interns who disagrted :that the laboratory. en7
..coarated innovation. 'nine were asSigned to..Stabl2 depiatments that had. few
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change% in scientific personnel. Reniarks made by interns during the personal
interviews showed some belief that older, welkestoblished departments are not as
likely, to encourage innovation as newer ones..

Filly-live percent or the interns and 88',4 of the supervisors strongly agreed or
agreed that the laboratory gave individual recognition or finanCial rewards to
members suggesting new ideas. A mach larger percentage of interns than super-
visors t252; vs. 6!:; 1 disagreed or strongly disagreed with this statement. '`J

Most of the supervisks (7(Y!) either agreed ,or'strongly agreed most Of the
innovative ideas or techniques suggested by the interns were ao epted by the:
laboratory. Oddly. the interns who worked for two supervisors who strongly

1: disagreed that the laboratory accepted innovative ideas both said that all of their
suggestions were accepted.

-There w.as no general consensus among 'either the interns or the supervisor as to
" the'priniary reason that the laboratory did not adopt all of their innovative sugges-

)tionS. The answer most frequently given what that they did not meet the labora-
tory's'needs. with 24f.,4 of the interns atid:30% of the supervisors choosing this
answer.

Sixty-one percent of the interns and 72 Ci- of the supervisors felt that the restric-
tions imposed on scientists and engineers in incorporating new ideas were minimal
or very rensOnable. Only one supervisort'en the'restrktions in his laboratory were.,
excessive.

Most of the interns (86c,;-) agreed or strongly agreed that their,supervisors had
an:open door policy.' There was only a miiderate indication that those six interns
Who disagreed orstrongly disagreed with this statement felt that their laboratories
Were restrictive in incorporating.new ideas, did nol encourage innovation, or did
not give individual Fecognition.

ONective. 9. To, determine some of the characteristics of the .interns
.involved. Of part`iular interest are those charneteristics-associated with the
linker and stabilizer concepts described by Cr,eighton, jolly. and Den-.
ning. (Ref. 2),"

Fifty-two percent of the interns and.622; or the supervisors indictited. thtit the
interns had supplied, one or two original ideas for projects. Six percent Of t.he
interns nnd one percent of the Supervisors said the interns had provided five_or

. .

m i, ore original deas. . '
Thirty-seven percent of the interns sztid they had recommended three or four

.artides to their colleagues,. I5c; had-mit recpmmended any, and only one had
recommended six or more.

Fifty-eight perCent thp interns indicated that they regularly read up to six
journals. magazines. or newspapers. Fort,...i7two percent read seven or more. None
of the interns mdieated that they did not regularly read at least one periodical.

Three times.as many supervisors disiteseed or striingly disagreed that they went
ni the intern as a frequent source of information as those who agreed or strongly
agreed. The largest single grouping however was the 442; ,wli o. were undecided.

Seventy percent of; the supervisors itgreed or strongly agreed that most of the
ideas suggested by the interns were accepted by the laboratory while only 1.2(.';
'disagreed or strongly disapreed.

-objeiliri, /0. To determine ir specific intern characteristics were related to
their performance at the laboratory.:

It was speculated that .those interns having the strongest linker traits' would
have different Performance characteristics than those with stronger stabilizer
traits. In an effort to prove or disprove this supposition. intern questionS which
w.ere:designed to measure linker-stabilizer traits were cross-tabulated with the.

Jelated stmervisor questions which should give an indication of the interns' per-
formance: For this analysts, only t hose questionnaires that pro:vided .1n:itch-ups



between interns and their individual supervisors were used. This resulted in a
substantial reduction or the sample size or 31 intern-supervisor match-ups. The
results or this cross-tabulation showed no apparent relation.ship between perfOr-
mancercharacteristics and linker-stabilizer traits.

Nest. an analysis was performed by combining the seores on slected. intern.:
questions and ranking the interns according to total scores obtained,.The upper
group was designated, as potential linkers, the ltiwer gmup aspotential stabilizers."
and the indiscriminate middle group as neither potential linkers nor stabilizerS.
The linker-stabilizer groups were then cross-tabulated against the same supervisor
questions listed in the preceding paragraph. Again, no apparent relationship
existed between the perFormance oF characteristies.and linker-stabilizer traits..

Various other combinations or cross-tabulations between intern questions de-
signed to measure linker-stabilizer oits and supervisor ,questions that indicated
intern performanee all failed to produce any significant relationships lietwi:en
the tWo.

Analysis

The responses from the interns' and supervisors questionnaires were recorded .

on comptiter cards and analyzed by utilizing n set olcomputer prOgrani5 called the
Statistical Package.fry the Social Sciences (SPSS). These progams provided the ,

Means to obtain a tiMelY-overview'of the data received:
Tue SPSS program was used to provide cross-tabidations; tocompute values of

. chi-square and to compute Pearson 'Produce-Moment Correlation Coefficients.
'These three methods oF comparing responses to various combifiations or intern-
supervisor questions were used to identify relationships among-the'. que,stion

-responses.
Fhe cross-tabula-dons simply provided contingency tables whin, although not

partieularly-..userul bY themselves, were the basis for the determination or chi-
square siinificance,levels. The chi-square significance levels,were in turn used to
'measure the degree or inter-.ilependence between the' two questions being
compared.

,
Very few athe comparisims produced a significance figure or5(% or less. which

was ih'e risk level conidered appropriate forthis study. This result indicitted that
the response patterns for the two groups. interns and supervisors. were not inter-
dependent in general. That is. the two groups tended to respond difFerently even
when asked identical questions.

The major areas inwhich their answers appeared to be inter-dependent were jri
regard to the extent-or laboratory restrictions. the efFect or the internships.,npon
the interns...technical transfer capahilitY. 'and the propensity or the laboratory to
eneotirage innovation. ,

The number or chi-square comparisons made Was limited to those matchups
'that appeared to be particularly 'pertinent to the study.
- Pearson's correlations wer6computed For all rossible combinations 'or intern-
supervisor questions in Order to aseertaiji ir there were nny linear-relationships,
between the answers given by the interns and their snpervisors. Those combina-
tions that resulted in a correlation signifiCance factor of. 9.05 or less were
examined in greater detail in an effort to determine which specific factors were
related. Some or the .more significant relationships were siiuii niarized as follows:
1. The interns were more likely to Feetthat the program helped thenvto obtain

employment when their laboratories had relatively Few restrictions.
the interns.thought the program increased their employMent opporttinity.

the 'laboratory was likely to linve encouraged and rewarded innovation, and
.. to have esercised few restrictions.
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Where.. t.lie internselt that the laboratory enconraged innovation. laboratory
restrioions were apt to be minimal and most or the...interns' ideas were

taccepted by their supervisors. ..

Interns whb thought the 'laboratory rewarded Innovation were judged by-.
their supervisors to beeome productive faster-than others.
The interns who Were assigned to the more stable departments felt they had

k..a better ndvantiement pattern than their conteMporaries. .

6. ,. The interns who thought their supervisrs had an open door Policy todk.less
time to become Productive, had most of' their ideas accepted by the labora-
tory, ..provided the labor'atory with a specialized .talent. had a better ad-,
vancement pattern than their contemporaries. and Were wnsidered by their

.supervisOrs to have a greater degree or profession-al knowledge than their
contemporari4s.

Conclusions

T'rom.the outset; it was apprent that the large majority of interns were helped
by the intern,ship program.. Over half of the interns remained with the laboratory
upon completion or the internghipand.post or the othcrs w&e either adequately
employed in their field or expertise or had returned to school. The internOip
program also gave the laboratories a Unique opportunity to.evaluate the perform-
ance of the interns inexpensively and with a minimum of contractuar obligation..
Personal interviews with supervisors and personnel managers resulted in a clear-
'cut consensus that they felt the program had been really.,beneficial to them. In
most cases. the supervisors would have. gladly. .retained the interns 'assigned to
them under this program if ruriding and personnel ceilings had permitted.

Although the interns appeared to have provided.the laboratories with technical
expertise they could not have otherwise affordeth there seemed to be,a tendency
for.the supervisors to view the interns' role more as trainees-or helpers tharras....
research specialists. Personal interviews..with some or the supervisors revealed a.

.lack or complete knowledge or the objectives and ground rules.pf the program. In, .

one case, for instance, the supervisor was act notified in advance thaLan intern
was going to be assigned to him and was not advised' or the purpose or. the .

assignment..-While it is not known how widespread this lack of prograM knoCl-.'
edge was, there is sonie evidence that better comMunication throughout the
laboratories at the beginning of the program'could have resulted in better utiliza7
tion of the interns skills. .

The ability to communicate and utilize concepts that are considered technologi-
cal advances has been'discussed .as a primary characteristic required of the pro-
gram participants. If this is so. then the thchnology transfer capabilities possessed
by the interns should have been a considerable asset to the faboratories. A large
majority or the interns supplied at least one.original.idea for non-routine work-.
related-projects that were completed by the haboratory':' with...many of them prOid-
ing.several such ideas. Additionally. it was apparent that both,the interns and their

.. supervisors. thought .that_t he..interns..technology-transfercapability-wasimproved
during thc,internship'period and this increased ability should pro've even more
useful to them in future assignments.

An element that should be or considerable importance to laboratory manaeers is
the Means by which technological information is exchanged among their scientific
work forces. In this case. one-tO-one discussions .between-laboratory personnel
we're by 'farconsid6red the most effective means aexchanging sueh information.:
Small' informal group discussions nearly completed the number or. Methods that. .
laboratory personnel felt were effective.devices. for coMmunicatingtechnical 'in- .

formation. Written reports and formal meetings Were not considered by many to .
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be the best .means of accomplishing this task. Iliese conclusions result in "lhe
"'"--Rquirement Rn iiiitiget t consider ways that technological inform--

lion can he effectively aistrihuted to more than one "Other .person or to Thrge
numhers orliersonnel. Perhaps One answer Ales in the .kkntilication and nuire
deliberate planned use- of'his linker-oriented personnel...

Altlunigh, there are nos set criteria fin' classifying individuals 'as linkers:. or
stabilizers. it was possible during tbe study to identify interns 'within the sathple
group" that possessed relatively, high degrees or linker or stabilizer tendencies.
From the ,previons ctmclusion, one might surmise Jluit the laboratories would
liave..used these t wö groupings of,interns in different ways in order 10 make best
use "of their respective talents in accomplkhing the laboratories' research and
development iii ksibn. There is-. however, little evklence that the. laboratories
Formally recognized thy charaeteristies desaibed by the linker-stabilizer concept
and there did not appear to be any Significant differences. in the laboratories'
utilization of these two groups.

. .

The supervkors' evaluations of the interns'. performance also did not show any
signilicanl (Inerences .hetween die, linker and stabilizer oriented groups. One
asSunipt ion that :perhaps conies too easily to mind when considering the linker-
stabilizercharacterktics is.that one'group k likely to be superior to the other in
some of their performance or output traits.. ht: results of this study Oo not
support that assumption boWever and one might speculate on the possible reasons
as follows:

"Ishe one-year performance period may not have been sufficient to allow the
discriminating traits to emerge. he :recognized:and be utilized.

2. Performance is not evaluated on some unique. absolute scale. hut is more an
interpretation of the employees' perlormance as seen through their super-
v 'SON' eyes. i.e.. a supervisor.wilh strong linker traits might value tile same
tniits in Ilk employees more highly than a supervisor having different traits.

S. The study may, not 'have adequatelY discriminated between' linker-stabilizer
chantcterkt ics.

4. The intcrns may not be a typical group in tei'ms or linker-stabilizer charac-
teristics._ -
The elapsed tirne-sincetheAermination of the internship program and the
s.tudy (ranging Ii Ofli one to two-inid-ii-half-years)..tended to Obscure the
supervisors' recollection or the interns' performance.

The possible existence of one or more of the above Factors. or some other
unknown:influencing factor, was not included in- the scope or this study and
therefore was not investigated.

lii general,. there-did not appearto .he 'an excessive number of barriers in the"
laboratories that would tend to discourage ernployees from submitting innovative
suggestions. There Was somc indication, however:" that individual .laboratories
that haO specific iypes or barriers. such.as lack of an open door policy by uper-
Visors. %%,:ere less likely receive and ti-stf innovative suggestions from the interns;.
Thk trend"was not strong enough"to be considered conclusive.
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Introduction '

Jhis paper describes a method that has been devekiped to measure' the effec-
tiveness of a teehnology transfer program. The method was used on an on-going
Navy program and showed that benefits to Navy users amounted to almost Kt-for
every program dollar spent, The method was developed by two Civil Engineering
Corps officers. LCDR Jack Hendrickson and LT Bill Fisher, iind documented as
a Naval Postgraduate School report in December 1974. It was their thesis for the
degree of Master of Science in Management.

The technology transfer program described in this plaper was funded by the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (N-AVFAC) and executed by the Navy's'
Civil Engineering Laboratory (CEL) with the purpose of providing rapid responSe,
service on short term requests for technological assistance from Navy shore
activities. The'prOgram is Coordinated by CEL's Facilities Engineering Support'
Office (FESO).

It is also desirable to recognize some follOw-on work by Praessor Jolly who
was a thesis advisor for this study. He let me read a draft ()la related paper he was
preparing and some of my woRling may sound familiar to him.

There have been various efforts to meas-ure the effectiveness of the Assistance
Program. However, the need for a comprehensive method of quantifying benefits
of this program haVe persisted. THat need has now been satisfied by theevaluation
method developed by Jiendrickson atid Fisher.

Outline
To set the stage, first some background on the Naval Facilities Engineering

CoMmand, its R&D program and itS Technology Transfer programs: Then some
backgroand on the Civil Engineering Laboratory, its Facilities Engineering Sup-
port Office. and some details on the Assistance Program. This will be followed by
some comMents On the interna[methods that have been used at CEL to evaluate
program 'progress.. Then (here Will be a discussion of the approaches previously
used by the Naval Postgraduate School to evaluate the Assistance:Program. Next
will be presented the derivation of the evaluation, model by Hendrickson and
Fisher. This will be followed by the application of the model to the FY74 prograM
data. Finally, the reSults orcost benefit analysis performed using the model will be
shown. By approaching the subject in this way, the plan is to give you a feeling for'
the NAVFAC/CEL Assistance Program and the environment in which it func-
tions. With that background, the,diskussions that follow on the tievelopment and
exercising of the evaluation model will be more. meaningful and allow you to relate
these efforts to an effort or program that you might want to evaluate. .

Organization and Mission
Figure 7-1 depicts the big organization picture and the rehitionship of two of the

main players, the Naval Facilities Engineering Command and the Civil Engineer7
ing Laboratory. C EL is under the administrative controrof the Naval Construc-
tion Battalion Center at Port Hueneme. CEL is a detachment of the Center. but in
R&D. matters CEI, operates in a somewhat autonomous manner making direct

,contaet "With NAVF AC and Others as necessary.
The Naval Facilities Engineering CoMmand executes a proghim of ReSearch.

Develdpment. Test. and Evaltiation for shore facilitieS, Advanced Base and. Am-7
phibious, Operations, Seafloor Structures. Environmental Control. and Energy
Conservation. The ptirt that is, of intereSt todtiy is related to shore facilities.
NAVFAC's link to the Ishore facilities is primarily through their EnginFring
Field Divisions, their Public WorkS Centers. the Public Works Departments of
individual Naval Activities, and the NA VFAC construction program offices, the
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Figure 7-1 Command Organization. This diagram shows the relationship of the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC), the Nival'Constrtiction Battal-
ion Center (CBC), and the Navy's CiVil Engineering Laboratory (CEL).
. , .

Officer" in Charge of ConstructiOn ((MCC) and Resident Officer in Charge of
Construction (ROICC). (See Figure 7.2). You will see and hear more about these
:field organizations later.

The mission of the Civil.Engineering,Laboratory is a reflection of NAVFAC's,
R&D mission: To act as the principal Navy RDT&E Center for shore and sea-
floor facilities support of Navy.and Marine construction forces. The part that we
:will be, looking at is related to shore facifities because the Putpose of the Assis7, ,

uince Program is to provide assistance toShore activities. A-major portion of the
NAVFAC R&D program effort iS assigned to the Civil Engineering Laboratory

. in the form of specific research licpjects. FigurM7-3 shows a breakdown of.the
FY1975 prograni by misSion areas. About 65 percent of Whai you'see.is funded by
NAVFAC with the remainder coming frommther Nayy, DoD, and nOn-D0D

^sponsorS. A significant portion of the NA VFAC program .acCompliShed at CEL
provides R&D resLIV- which benefit the Navy :shore.activities in efficiently and

, effectivdy meetiniTheir independent. missions. These would prritnarily be in the
aMis ofShore zind Harbor Facilities, Ene'rgy .Conseryation,and Environmental

',Pollutidn Abatement:
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Figure 7-2 NAVFAC Relationships For Facilities Matters. The links between the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) to the Engineering Field Divi-
sions and other Shore.facilities.activities are shown.
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At present', there are nine Naval officers, seven Navy.enlisted and 300 civilians
working-at CEL. Five, of the nine officers serve in administrative and 'liaison
positions. The , other four officers are involved in project work and the seven
enliSted personnel are all divers assigned to the diving locker. The'300 civilians
arescientists,,engineers, and support persdnnel. The professiOnal staff numbers
itont 150 people, or about haif of the civilian coMplement, and is highly qualified

a large nuMber of engineering arid scientific fields. A tabulation of CEL disci-
plines is shown as Figure 7-4. This variety of disciplines makes Our title of Ciil
'Engineering Laboratory soniewhat of a misnomer, but it's also what makes the
Assistance Program work. This breadth of knowledge coupled with the profes-
sional experience of the staff makes a good combination for being responsive in a.
'variety of silbject areas. The professional staff is of Very high caliber. All hold
degrees, with over hall holding masters degrees and anoOter 20 percent with
doctorate degrees.

ENGINEERS SCIENTISTS

CHEMICAL BIOLOGIST

CIVIL GEOLOGIST

ELECTRICAL CHEMIST -

ELECTRONIC / METALLURGIST

STRUCTURAL PHYSICIST

HYDRAULIC OCEANOGRAPHER

MECHANICAL OPERATIONS ANALYST

SANITARY MATHEMATICIAN
-n

Figure 7-14 Naq's Civil Engineering Laboratory Disciplines. Even though the name
and mission emphasize Civil Engineering, it is necessary and desirable for the labo-
ratory to have engineers and scientists that are qualified in a wide range of discip-
lines.

To roiind out the CEL/picture., you need io know how we are organized and
where th-e. FaCilities Engineering Support Office tits into the organization. This is :

shown in Figitre We. have a military Officer-in-Charge and Assistant Officer
:in-Charge and a ciVilian Technical Director. A numberof suppOrt offices Service
the profeSsional stafffrhich is divided intofour departments and offices dispkiyed
alongJhe:bOttom. TheSe are the people who actually provide:assistance to people

7 in the field. The, FAcilities Engineering Support Mee,. the official title for the
one-man liaison office, is located as a staff to the Technical Director to have easy
,access, to any part of the Organization. The FESO was established in June 1971 to
emphasize Management'Sdesire to focus attention on the' Assistance Program and
to ensure the liaboratOry responsivenesS to field needs. Its primary fOnctions are:
To act as a point of-contact:for liaison with the'field. TO coordinate the Assistance
:PrOgram.,To identify user needs:and influence,the on-gding reSetirch program, and '

To inSure /the application of The Assistance program is: a NAVFAC-
funded 'progran1 OPerated The 'program has been operating since:1963,.,
btit Without the focus and".e6o:..; :don that waS provided starting in 1971.//
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Figure 7-5 Internal Organiiation of the Navy's Civil Engineering Laboratory. The
Facilities Engineering Support Office (FESO) is shown as a staff function to support
the Technical Director. It serves as a liaison between the Field Engineering Offices of
NAVFAC and the departments of the laboratory.

Assistance Program

Here is a brief summary oithe Assistance Program and the part Played by the
FES() office. A man in the field with a problem or a need for information relating
to new materials, equipMent. techniques. and maintenance or conStruction-proce-
.dures requests aSsistanee from the Laboratory. The FES() provides the neces-
s.;:try liaison and coordination to ensure that he gets a quick answer. at no cost.
because the program is prefunded by NAVFAC. The Assistance. Program in-
volves efforts to directly transfer technoloey from its origin to its usage in re- ,

sponse to specific .situations or problem areas that are brought to the attention of
the FESO by potential users in the field. Action starts when someone in the field
niakes request for assiskince. This effort or.FESO .is shown by Figure:7,6.
Another NA VFAC Technology Transfer program is Called the RDT&E Liaison
Program. This is Shown schematically as Figure 7,7. In each of the six EFDs. an
RDT&E Liaison represenkitive has the colhiteral job of providing Ihtison between
NAVFAC and.the field in the R&D area. They transmit to NAVFAC expres-
sions Of need for 104D in spedfic tirezis haSed on fiekl needs they see. They ako
pass the results of R&D related to field problems. and .needs, to people riri the
field. These'are the same field people. that the Assistance program seryes: The 6
EFD,-. themselves. the 9 Public Works Centers, the Public Works OfficeS at 189
odd independent activities and 83 NA VFAC construction offices. Both proeramS_
are trYing tdhelP'the Same peoPle..although in different ways. This results in a
multitude of communication channels.:
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Figure 7-6 Field Needs and FESO Action. The FESO acts as the liaison in terms of
assuring quick answers to field needs'.

Evaluation of Assistance Program

As a prelude to the evaluation work done by the Postgraduate School, Figure
7-8 gives some highlights a the Assistance Program.as measured by.CEL. since
the-Facilities Engineering Officcwas established in 1971. we have been measuring
'progress or usage by two main parameters: Namely, the number of requests we
receive for 'assistance and the number or activities that request- assistance.
Growth in usage or the Assistance Prottram has been.encouragitt by both inea-
shrements.

The subjects of these Assistance requests are as varied as the disciplines of our
professional staff. Figure 7-9 shows the subject area and the relative percentage
or importance for the .FY74. The top subject area ofipaints. Coatings and chemi-
cals has 'been consistently around 25% forthe last three years. The energy area
was a new entry Ibr FY 74. Almost half of' the requests come from the Public
Works Offices. When we started keeping track of the program, the 'bulk of the
requests were Coming rrom the Fngineerine Field Divisions..but that trend re-
versed several years ago. Figure 7-10 is a graph showing the humber of reqUest.s
for assistance made to the-Navy's CEL by each of the activities. The FESb
.c.ilaimS that it is easy to reach, right tit the other end of the telephone. In ract, the .

telephone is equipped with a 24-hour answering service..The telephone must be
satisfactory for requesting technical assistance hegause 76 percent of the requests
received last year were received by telephone.

A natural question tit this point might beHow fast is our quick response
service? Our scorecard is shown on Figure 7-7-11. Over half of,the requests re-
ceiyed in fiscal year 1974 were satisfied:within a week or receipt hnd a total of 75
percent within a month. People just aren't accustomed to thinking of this kind or

1 7,
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Figure 7-7 NAVFAC RDT&E Assistance and Liaison Programs. The Liaison activ-
ity forms a three way communication network Oat ties together the NAVFAC, The
Navy's CEL .and the Engineering Field activities.

reaction time when.they think abOnt a reseaech lahoratory. It is the way to assure
continued use or an assistance program.

What benefit is there in all or this.for the user? The measures CEL normally
uses speak to system ustute ang resPonse time. Increased activity and rapid re=
sponse time are both eoodbut, they do not measure the benefit to the user. In
response to a NAVFAC deSire'to measure these benefits. and to measure theM
quantitatively, the Naval Postgraduate School started looking at the Assistance
program in 1972. An. effectiveness questionnaire was cleveloped and waS com-
pleted by the EFD liaison representatives for the requeSts that originated from the
PFDs. The eViduation process was continued the next year for the FY 73 Assis-
tance Program with a slightly modified questionnaire which was again completed
by 'the EFD liaison representatives for the requests that_pime from their EPD.
Evaluation of the returns from thege two years of evaluation yielded a variet.y.of
interesting statistics and trends, but the most dramatic result was the realization
that a better method.of measurement or t he, benefit or this type of information was
necessary. The evaluation of benefits using the queStionnaires was too restrictive.

68
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Figure 7-8 ActivitY Requests. by Year from Field Organizations. The trend toward.
more ,use of the Navy's CEL is shoNili by the increase in the number of service
requests from the field to the laboratory.
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Figure 7-9 Subjects Covered by Requests. The requests for information'originating
in the field and sent to the Navy's .CEL tend to cover a very wide spectrum of
subjects.
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Figure 7-10 Source and Number of Requests Sent to FESQ. The Public Works
Offices and the Engineering Field Division Offices together a4ount for over 80% of
all requests' for assistance sent to the Navy's Civil Engineefing Laboratory.
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Figure 7-11 Response Time.to Requests for Assistance: The Navy's Civil Engineer-
ing'Laboratory has been able to respond to. 57 percent of the requests received in
seven-days or less.

It only permitted benefits to be classified into two main categories: Specific dollar
sayings and intamlibles. The.net effect Was that the intangible benefits were sev-
end times _larger than the benefits quantified in dollars. The intangible benefits.
which were not measured. far outweiahed the measurable benefits to the point
that it was, 1!elieved that the Assistance program benefits were not being accu-
rately measured.it made the need for a better method of measuring betiefits even
_more important.

Improved Measuring Methods

If tfie analysis were to have real meaning, the intangibles or unmeastlrable
category would have to be narrowed_to a level where its uncertainty did not
overshadow the measurable category. Figure 7-12' depicts the objective of the.
Hendrickson and Fisher study. One way that a more accurate measure of benefit
could be achieved was to extend the survey to include more of the field requests.
The 1972 and 1973 surveys were limited in scope. the 85 and 104 requests sur-
veyed in those years were from the Eneineerin-g Field Divisions only. This did not
give a representative sample of the total population. Figure 7-13 shoWS the detail
of the sources of requests' for assistance.

Only a small fraction of' the requestors that convicted the questionnaire were
to assign a dollar value to their use of theCEL assistanee. In FY72 only F2

of the 85 requests surveyed. or I 41/2 percent. gave dollar Values. It was somewhat
better in fiscal year 73 when 30 percent gave dollar values. F.%;en so. it was felt that
the true value of the benefits were not being evaluated by the qUestionnaires that
were beim!, used. For the FY74 surve..y...Hendrickson .and Fisher selected 295
requests for analysis. thus extending the survey to include all of the field requests.
A revised ,questionnaire was also developed. Again the EH) liaison representaH
tives completed questiOnnaires for the requests that had come from the EFIDs.
InforMation on the remaining 190 requests from .PWCs. PWOS. OICCs, and
IZOICCs were ,gathered via telephone 1-,1.y researchers at the Postgraduate School.

7 6
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Figure 7-12 Total Current Benefit FY-74..The Hendrickson and Fisher Study had
the objective to increase the accuracy of the measurable benefits from assistance --

requests received by the Navy's CEL.
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Figure 7-13 Source of RequeSts and Number Surveyed. In FY-72.and FY-73 the
survey was limited to the EFD's. The term "Field" includes both .EFD's,

OICC's, and' ROICC's.



The same questionnaire was used in obtaining information 'over the phone as..was
.used by. the EH) representatives..

:Before the revised questionnaire was_ devetoped and used, Hendrickson .and
..Fisher did smile 'deep thinking about why the last two surveys had.not given the
.desired information.. One of thefirst things they recognized was that by looking at
current.benefits they were Only looking at part of the picture. Therewere actually
two kinds of benefits: PRESENT AND FUTURE. The current -benefit of the'

. Assktance- Program is that realized by someone in the field as a result of the
assistance proVided in response to their request. It was decided to limit the study
to current benefits aS had been the caSe in the other two Postgraduate School
studies. However, in passing, some attention was focused on the fact that the
Assistance Program would produce -future benefits. The primary benefit was
through this.e,cposure to field problems, CEL's ongoing research program would
become more aligned to the real needs of field users. Thus common problems, .

... those faced by a number of Activities, wotild surface sooner and solutions to these
problems would become available at an earlier date to provide the bask for
improved efficiencies and performance. .

Probably the.most important' thing to recognize,was that objectively quantifying
0 the henefits of the CEL Assistance efforts would be highly subjecti ve. and lead to

varying results. For example, the benefit of a specific recommendation to solve a
-particular problem Can easily be quantified Wit will reduce, out of pocket expendi-
tures to achieve identical resultS. Quantifying benefits derived from one piece of
information which is only part of the total information, required to arrive .at a
decision. 'involves a greater degree of subjectivity. At the extreme end :of the
scale..quantifying intangible benefits such as increased morale, safety and general .

information Would involve the most subjective measurements of. all. In essence,
any atteMpt to quantify the.benefit of information.is necessarily highly.sUbjective
.zind recognition of this -fact was an underlying consideration in the deyelopment of
a new approach. .

. New Approach

The major issue in evaluating t 1-1e benefit from a technical recommendation was
tO develop a categorization.process. A sYstem was needed that would provide an

,organi7ed Method of testing to see whether or n-ot a benefit :resulted,. and if a
benefit resulted. then to what extent the recommendation was responsible for the
final benefit. The categorizatiOn system developed for evaluating benefits looked'
like Figure 7-14: The 9rst thing to find out was whether or.not the requestor

.considered that the asSistanee he received .was in any way beneficial. This infot-
mation was obtained by revising the questionnaire and placing This straightfor-
ward question at the head or the list.

,

Assuming that there was perceived benefitthe evaluation continued. The next.
three steps in the categorization proCess looked. into: (I) The type of assistance or

BENEFIT? YES OR NO
TYPE OF INFORMATION

% CONTRIBUTION TO DECISION
PROBABILITY OF IMPLEMENTATION

ESTIMABLE? YES OR NO

Figure 7-14 Evaluation of Benefits. The levels of categorization are shown. Each
request forassistance could be subjected to evaluation by determining the answers to
the cluestions shown.



inforimition ptovided..12) A determination ofthe pereentaux of contribution ofthe
recommendation to the final prOject decision. and (3) The likelihood that the
project wohld he iMplemented sO that the assistance would actually produce a
benefit. The tin0 steps in l'he process were to determine whether or not a specific
dollar benefit could he estimated and calculate .the aeiaaj-benefit.

.The three central steps in the process will be discussed in a little more detail
before exposing you to the whole model.

I I) TYPE OF INFORMATION
The evaluation with regard .to the type of information was fairly straight-

.

forward. The choices were whether the information was general in 'nature. so as to
have no immediate value that could be identified, or whether the infOrmation was
specific to a project or use and therefore Of current benefit-.

(2) PERCENT CONTRIBUTION TO DECISION
'Ihe next stage in the evaluation process Was to determine whether the specific

information was essentially/ cornplete and self-contained in terms of influencing a
deeision to do something. or whether the information provided was only part of
the total information used to itrrive at a decision. tn'these cases where the infor-
mation was complete .100 percent credit for the benefit was allocated to the
Assistance Program. Where the information provided was used in conjunction
with otner information already,availahle to the user, an information percentage
faetor was used which 'varied between 1 and .99 .percent. The factor was .deter-
mined on an individual case basis..

The assigning of these information percentage factors was recognized to be
subjective, and not wholly accurate, but certainly more correct than giving the
Assistance Program 100 percent credit r information which was-incorporated
with other information already known by the requestor.-

(31 P lW I3A B II ITV OF IMPLEMENTATION
This stage in the categorizaton processs involves the determination of the prob-

ability that the recommendation or infofmation provided would be implemented.
Here. results that were considered beneficial were classified into one of the four
categories shown in -Figure 7-15. Probabilities were assigned to the last three
categories based on the experience of the investigators. The first category needs
no factor since implementation represents 100 percent credit for the Assistanee

PROBABILITY OF IMPLEMENTATION

IMPLEMENTED

RANGE-

1.0

MEAN

1.0 .

PLAN TO IMPLEMENT 0.4 - 0.6 0.5

DELAYED PLAN (TEST) 0.2t 0.4 0.3
DELAYED PLAN (STUDY) 0.1 - 0.3 0,2

Figure 7-15 Probability of Implementation. *The assigned probability was based
upon the action plan. An implementation'plan was assigned a probability of 1..0
whilea delayed study plan had a low.probability of 0.2.
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Pr Ogram. The least:subjective category. where there waS a.definite. plan to imple.-
ment the inforination'. was assigned .a probability. of 15:. It was felt that this esti-
mate could be inaccurate to the degr4e that figures could vary anywhere in the
range .of .4 to The last twO categories involved!'ifs".. The project would be
planned for implementation if tests proved successful, or in the last case. if studies
shoWed this to he the proper 'course . of action. Probabilities of implementation
%%ere determined in a sirnilar manner to those for the planned projects. The subjec-
tivity of the estimates.increases and therefore the probability of implementation
decreases .as you proceed from plans to test to study.

Model

. Now that the basic parts of the model have been presented. it is logical to
preSent the complete model..ThiS is shown. as Figure 7-16. Everything except the

'heart of the benefit analysis. dollars. has been discussed. Consider those cases in

GENERAL INFORMATION

RESPONSE

TO REQUEST

YLS /RENE IT TO
REQUESTOR

SPECIFIC INFORMATION

FILE FOR SOME

FUTURE USE

NO
COUNT

AS ZERO

PARTIAL INTO COMPLETE INFO

DETERMIUE %

CONTRIBUTION

ASSUME 100%
CREDIT

IMPLEMENT

SPECIFIC FUTURE PLAN

DELAYED PLAN (STUDY)

DELAYED PLAN (TESTI

NO YES NO YES
ESTIMABIE

ESTIMATE

DOLLAR

BENEFIT

BENE IT

BASED ON

INVESTMENT

BENEFIT

ESTIMABLE

BENEFIT BENEFIT

Figure 7-16 Benefit Evaluation Decision Model. 'Starting at decision A, a series of
decisions are shown that make it possible to evaluate the dollar benefit of the answer
to a technical question supplied to an engineering organization by a research labora-
tory.



thebottom row where a YES indicates that a dollar estiMate of benefitis possible
That's the odd .numbers.--1, through.-7. If the estimated savings were of theone'

: time type, theamount identified was:.used as the project benefit dollar base. If the.
estirnated savings Were of the 'reoccurring tyPe. then the present value of the first.

" fiye years of savings was used aS. the project bene,fit- dollar .base'.. The benefit
credited,Th the. AsSistance. PrOgnim in both cases was the project benefit dollar
Nise redticed iis'itecesslirybY. the. factor °.for informatiOn cdntribution 'and the
factor for implementation probability. The eases where NO indiCates that a dollar
estimate of' benefit is not possible. Which are the eyen numbersfrOm 2 through .8,
represent .recommendations which did not result in specificaPy identified dollar
savingS. These generally fell into areas where .the benefit was in the form of

.,--improved operations. better morale. intreased safety. improved quality, etc. In
the.Y72 and FY73 surveys these benefits were left as unquantified intangibles
and they outweighed the measured.benefits. But.with the exception of information
Which fell into the general category that was nOt quantified, that wOuld be number
9 in the upper left .area, each.' reSponse to a request' should . have an..identifiable
benefit eyen though it May not be readily quantifiable in terms of direct dollar
savingS.. Each response to a .request could in some Way be identified' with -an
implemented.or pro-posed project, the magnitudeof which Was norinally relatively
easy..to esmate.

In FY .74.100 of the 295 requests evaluated fell intO this inestimable category.
For these cases anadditional factor. a benefit percentage factor, wasapplied as a
further reduction. The assumption accepted at this.point is that irtorder to coMmit
fimds to a project, a decision maker must, whether he recognizes it or not, expect .

return in future benefit whieh is 'Some pereentage greater in present yalue than
the initial'-outlay. This percentage would vary from decision maker to deciSion:
maker..E,en though -the inyestment return would be- exPeeted to,vary. it is as-;
sumed. that the quality of the decision maker who decid.es to implement a. -project .

based on supplied technical information. would be such that the results of his
deciSions over the long run 'would yield a positive benefit. It ..appeared that a
reasonable value for this factor would .be 0.1 or 1.0 .percent. This would be fhe
minimum rewrn expected: For example. take the case of a Modification to an.
existing piece of equipment which would result itr some unqUantifiable benefit. In
this caSe, the project benefit dollar basewould be the cost of the modification. The
benefit credited to the Assistance program wou)d then- be.calculated by reducing

'the project benefit dollar base by the. 10 percent benefit factor as well aS by the
necessary factors fOr information contribution and iMplementation probability.
One Of the most complicated exainples would-,be the case where a piece of equip-
ment was duc to be replaced ,and.The information provided by CEL. Caused the
replacement to be accomplished through the procurement: of a different' type of

__item which. Was more .beneficial. Assuming the cost of the replacement item was
etitielitially:t he...same aS thetriginal. use of the total 'procureMent .cost as the
project benefitdollaiThsewoula be clearly inappropriate. On the other hand. use .
pfa zero benefit. would be just.as Inappropriate. It is .obviouS that some . value
between these two extremes is more accurate.

EaC1-1 case like this was considered indiVidually and a value fOr theprojecL
magnitude.. betwec !hese two values, was chosen subjectively Considering to
whatextent the non-dollar benefit ,of the new type procurement. increasedyelative
to the- totaLbenefit which would:have accrued by replacing the item inkind..The

.
percentage inereaSein benefit.Was applied to the cost of the procurement and. that
figure used as the projeet benefit 'dollar base. Again, the benefit credited to the

.- Assistance Prognini-was calculated by reduchlg the project benefit dpllar.base by
.applying the 10 percent benefit factor as Well as by tpe necessary factors 'for

'Information contribution and implementation probability.
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Quantified Benefits FY*74'

..AppficatiOn of the model to the 1974 suovey data produced the benefits shown in
Figure 7-17. Of the 295 responses surveyed. 233 indicated that .the requestor

-ronsidered_that he had received beneficial information or assistance. That ,is 79
percent, a very -S4tisfying'number. There were 62 cases indicating that the request
yielded no 'beneficial information.Ildwever-among these were .40 cases in whieh
extnioi'dinairy circumstances indicated that the caseS-.chould7not.be included as
zero .benefit requests, but rather,should be eliminated from the sample-Tor pur-
poses of cost benefit an9lysis. These are,shown as not counted. That leaves only
22 cases where requestors said they did mit receive any benefit.

MEAN
BENEFIT CODE REQUESTS VALUE

NOT COUNTED 40
ZERO BENEFIT 22
1 27 $254,361
2 51 18,528
3 6 19,250
4 38 -29,540
5 8 62,534

fi 10..455
7 1 , 472
8 12. 2,130
9 82 Unquantified. ,.

295 $397,267

Figure 7-17 Quantified Benefits for FY-74 FESO Operation. Dollar benefit's are
shown according to Gnefit code. The dollar benefits are 'calculated using the Benefit
Evaluation Model.

:The remainder of the tat?le shows the benefit:code numbers which correspond
to the numbers we just talked about on the model, the number of requests, and the
total benefits calculated 'for eacb benefit code number using the factors pre"viously
presented, Althongh three values for benefit were developed for each benefit
code, only fhe mearn; values are listed for clarity. Note that thek are still 82
unquantified,requests in the eeneral information category. Although the requeStor
said he received benefit, no effort was made to establish dollar benefit value for
eeneral information which may have been ,filed for future use:

Cumulative Benefits

A cumulative plot of all the information developed is much easier to look at and
some interesting obserVatiOns can be made. This is shown as Figure. 7-18.'The
curves graphically S'how that as the b nefits of a greater percentage of requests in
the sample are qUantified. the cotal e .timate of cumulative benefits beComes more
subjective. The vertical distance tween thc H IGH and LOW curves' at. any

-poinf on the horizontal scale rep esents the rah& within which the estimate,s
, could reasonably be expected to vary'due to differing personal values of es-

cation of .the Model. The benefits from the highly intangible

benefits. in 'terms:that are easily understood and appreciated by management.

tintatorslind decision makers. The curves ako tend to aPpli,

-indicated by the slope'of the CurVes. Since the original objectiVe was to quantify
Codes 7 and 8 are less than those from the tangible ones. Iike codes I and 2, as

dolkirs that is. 1,vhat does' all this mean'?
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,

figu'rer.77,18. Assistanct Deur fits vs Number of Requests Ordered by Probability of
.. . ,

'Estirmite. This 'fil.ure shows the curves of quantified benefits utiltzhig..high, mean,
and low probabitity Of implementation. The slope decreases and the'riinge of accu-

, raCyz.widens as gk!ater numbers of reqtwsts in the sample. are qUantified.
, . . .r

. 1.

,Return 47;": 0.
. ..

.

Tifiz henefit divided' by the. COSts, gives the benefit per dolltir spent: This is
:-shown in Figure 7-19. Very simply suited. lor every dollar we spent on the
AsiiStance.Priikram in.fisciil.ye-zir 1974 . some usOr in the shOrellicility community
.realized.S1.72 Worth of h.enefit.

-. .....

BENEFIT (MEAN VALUE)

ASSOCIATED PROGRAM COST

6397.267

S146,093

Figire 7-9 .ProOarn-liertefit to the'Navy. When'the total dollar benad for FY-74
dithd hs the tot ii Prog6M.costYor FY-74 it 'shOws a benefit to the Navy of $2.72

fOr;;;.CaCh dolhii;:spent:



Benefit Trends

One more interesting thing that was tyine ,',1?s, part of the FY74 survey was to
take a baCkWard look at the FY72 and f-;Y7., data. The 11'72 -and FY73 benefits
were-classified us largely inuingibleand the imangil- .vere not measured, As
stich they far outweighed the measurab:e benefits such that the Assistance Pro-
gram looked, like a losing proposition, when intuitiyely this Was not the Case, A

, backward look, at benefit trends'.using the .methodologY developed by Fft...n,
drickson and Fisher prodaed different results. The benefit trends for a three yrat.
period arc shown as Figure 7-20. The first thing that should be noted is that
benefits using the FY.74 survey r-itethods'are about 3 times larger than those :using
the FY72/73 survey methods, What thiS means iS that the results:in 72 and 73 were
understated at about one-third of their value. If you'notice that the FY 74 dollar
benefit is much sMaller than previously shown, it-is becauSe 'to do this trerid
analysis certain ..eWaordinary benefits were eliminated from the projeCtions.
There was one instance of a $150,000.saving in FY 73 and another in FY 74 that
amounted to almost $188,000. that were not included. Also these FY 74 benefit

' fignreS-were developed using an adjusted 40 percent sample to match the size of-
the saraple' that was surveyed in 72 and 73.

.\\N by FY-72-73 SURVEY METHODS

by FY-74 SURVEY METHOM

76

46

1.
'FY-72 FY-73 -FY-74

Figtire 7-20 Assistance Benefit Trends (thotisands of dollars). The bar graPh shows
the Navy's CM. assistance benefit using (1) eStimates of the requestors and (2) using
estimates from the Benefit Evaluation. Decision Model.

125

210

Summary

This suidy ha's carried the cost/benefit analysis beyond the. uSual comparison of-
numbers of requests response time:and estimates of tangible benefits. A benefit



evalnation decision model was introduced that provided the means ofcategorizing
technical information and recommendations. The mOdel considers both tangible
and intangible .benefits. After the technical-information or recommendations-are
categorized .and a project dollar benefit base assigned, the dollar benefit is ad-
jwd according to the percent of influence it had ,upon the project.and the likcli-
hood that the- &oject woukl be implemented.

When the model was used to evaluate assistance responses over the last three
years a noticeableincrease in benefits was apparent. 'Hie evaluation of the FY 74
Assistance Program showed a return of S2.72 for each dollar spent.

Conclusion

This study demonstrated that it is possible to quantify meaningfully. in dollars,
a significant portion or the benefits of technical information and assistance that are
often identified as intangibles. This benefit evaluation decision model shotild be ts
useful in evaluating the benefits of technology transfer and .utilization in other
organizations as it has .been in the Navy's Civil Engineering Laboratory..
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-It's a pleasure to he here this afternoon to be able to report on sonie research
that we think is very interesting and hopefolly will have some long term benefiPs..
Before, I become involved in the details of the -research I do have some concerns
that I want to express. When one gets into the area or research that involves a
behavioral change and the measurement, of organization performance it is cer-
tainly appropriate that one proceed kery cautiously: At this stage it is very early in
our research, Our findings have not heen alidated. In fact, our findings should be
considered tentative and unproven at this period in time*.

This is the one paper presentcii today in which there has been no prior pub-
lished article, thesis:or report:This is Mainly true because this research is in the'
early stages. .

:-
In order to fully understand the research work that I wish to discuss it is

important that we have a .commootinderstanding or what is meant by technology
transfer; Going back to Gilmore's ( I969)' definition as the refet:ence point we find
that technology transfer i.,

''a purposive continuous effort to move technical devices, manterial,
methods, and/or-information from the point of discovery or development to
new 'users.-

One main emphasis that I like to place on technology transfer is that it is a new
use or existing information. It is not important whelher the idea is'new, only that it

eis new to the person adopting it. This is the impor'tant .aS'Pect.
Another main emphasis that I would like to place on technology transfer is that

we atialyze what we are .really trying to 'accornlifish. To make:myself clear, I

should like to go back to the definition of diffusion...This may-give a worthwhile
insight. Diffusion is, the historic unplanned movement or technological devices,
material. methods. andior information from the point of diseoVery or development
to a flew oser.

In the c:ike of difThsion there is no focused effort to cause the,transfer function
to take place.: 0.

It has been published in the literature, and many or you know, that the diffusion
,

process on the 'aventee take.s about 30 years, It is very slow. Stated in another
way. only,about 3% per S)ear of*neW technology moves to secondary users unless
there is parposive effort. Because of this.there is a great need for us to do some-
thing to speed up.this process.

The third major emphasis that I would like to make concerning technology
transfer is*that it is a social process.. This is illustrated in,a statement by Havelock
(197h* .

.

-The transfer mechanism is not Merely a series of coMMunicfition 'channels'
through which information flows. It is a complex Mechanism which involves
'the interaction of people.**

This in no way detracts from the necessity or importance*documentation or
distiThution, I go,;s beyond documentation and distribution to the extent that
tcchnolT,y tran.ife:. is also a people oriented 'concept. 7,

The obj. of the r:search.that I will present here is to atteaipt to measure
, the. differ;c.,.:.!, in performance between organizations that -accept technology

mo . Amply as a diffusion process as contrasted to organiza-
ti6ns a purposive. 7onseious effort- to communicate -. and utilize
knowledpe.

'(...iinnorc..loh s Fn nor int ot andilie Action of Technology Transfer: 1970-50.- ii n Repol \
of o Cimferenec .00nmired h );:11%..q. -0, Neari::1 In.titote. Uriiversily of.Denver enlled .5nowmasi,
al-A.pen. Sept. Ni-25. Dew. of Commerce N70-.26339. 1969..

,
er phinm:;:f fior hivemhuttion k nowt-

.Ann N11-hor..Nlichigan: liv,ii!tite for social Ite,c-nrch. tn .\ eisity of,xlichipto, 1971.



Our desire to see if it was possible to differentiate between two organiza-
tions .with thei.v different ellumeteristics. °

o Earlier in the morning there was a pl, .entation by Mr. Essoglou" that dealt with':
,the 'Iii-0,..,..coacept It was interesting that the results hereported indicated that in

-0 is ve6 little difference in the distribution of the number or linkers or the
. nu: stabilizers in any large organization. With this in mind, one wonders if

it is ,iide to identify differences in characteristics between large Organizations
that . it be effective in terMs of technology transfer and those that might he

y ineffective.'
' study is intended to evaluate this organization difference. The presentation
.ae research study will be ordered as follows:

A review of the factors that are imriortant in enhancing technology transfer.
2. A discussion about the development or the instrument for measurement or

the selected characteristics of an organization.
3. A discussion of the results or the measurements.
4. A summary and interpretation.

I will he able to go through the model or technology transfer, Figure 8-1, very
rapidly. You reThember that Mr. Fssogloir1 used thismodel in his discussion. He
talked about the transfer mechanism and thc concept or mOvement or technology
from the source to the user. This model was developed first by studying the
literature. The literaturesearch gave us a relatively.long list of factors that are
important 'in terms or enhancing the movement or technol, gy. from the source tu
the user. The large list was then distilled by using a modified Delphi process to
arrive lathe nine factors that you see in the model.,Because or time limitations it
would not he desirable to Spend very much time talking about each element or the
model. hut in order to understand the research that I Ohl going todiscusS., some
;ippreciation of the definition and scope of each or thc nine faetors is important..

Factor I., The method 01' information documentati i. Documentation deals
with how the technical information is reeorded and presented. Information
dOcumentation can he rated by considering the format Used, how the material is
organized and the complexity or the language. It is also necessary and desirable to
design the documentation such that it is relatively easy to index and/or include in
technical search systems.

Factor 2. DistributiOn. The distribution It's considered for this model is the
physical channel through which technology flows. It involves both thc number or
entries and ease or access as well as the formal distribution plan. Distribution of
-teehnical information includes formal distribution lists, publications in journals.
presentations at symposia anti conferences. and personto-person exchange.

+'actor Organization. this is the receivers perception or his formal organiza-
tion. When trying to evaluate the formal organization, in terms of its influence on
the utilizifiioW LStechnical information, it ' usefiil to consider, the ififra-structure
elements such'as the power stroi:ture. the' nature or the business, the management
style..the resources available, the. attitudes :of management, the amoimt of
bureaucratic tendency and the .stouility of the organization;

Factor 4: Project.:."This factor refers to the users input tb the selection or
0research and development projects, For effective research utilization, the client

ur piiiential client shMild have an open communication channel to thc researcher.
The client or potential user should have some influence on the selection and

"1::sogloa, NI. F.. Naval Facilities Fitt:int:cling eimunan'd...-The Linkel Role in 'dui Technology
Inmsfer ProveNs.- l, oceeding, Brietine 9.n Technology '1 ransfer Project,. Naval Nlalerial (ow-
ntand. Wavh.. 1).(....tnne 9. 1975..

,
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The model may be expressed in equation funn such that:
L, fit C, ri2O2 ii,Ck

Where
1_, Linker index for an orginization ,

A measure cif factor utilization. ii range 0-7.-1
..A rneasi:re of the factor-contribution, Ck 1

Utilization
of.Knowledge

(User,.
Receiver)

Figure 8-1 P-Ai-the Model or. Technology Trabsfer. The linking mechanism
becessaly fa :whit e effectie teehalogy transfer is described by identifying the

'factors that r,.;fitt to movement of technology rim The sobrce of knowledge
(supV tkolizatbm of knowledge (user/receiver).

approval of projects. In pai Eicular. potential user monitoring and consulting ean
he.important in determiniit futrre utilization of the research output.

Factor 3. -CapaOty.. The capncity of the user tO utilize new and/oi innovative
idcas covers a wide spectrum of traits includin Venturesomeness, wealth, power.
education. ekperience. age. self-confidence, and cosmopolitaness. These traits
are measurable and their relative strengths can re .eal the potential capacity or an
individual .vithilca user organizatiOn to utilize available:technology.

.Fact.or 6. Linker. hc coneept is that a person. referred to here as a linker.
operates as a coupi:tg device between the source and Lispr or available know!,
edge. The concept. as described here. is-that a linket (person) functioning.within

.the)iser's organization would exhibit identifying traits and characteristics similar
.to those of the gate-keeper, opinion leader. innovator, and early knower of an
innovation. The linker is often the intermediary in the technology tranSfer proces.-c)-

Factor 7. Credihility. Credibility is an assessment of the reliability and accu-
racy or the information as perceived hy the receiver. Credibility is a funetion or

9
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Ire perceixed reliability and accuracy of both the source and the channel through
which the informaliondows. The extent 'of use and the rate.of adopting research

. output correliug ith the credibility of the available technology. .

Factor S. Reward. Reward. asreferred to in the model, is the perceived and
actual recognition 01' innovative behavior in' the sOcial system of which the indi-
yidual is a member. Reward can be considered to be 'divided into two .broad

categories. The lirstcategory is intrinsic to the work.itself. Examples '61' intrinsic
reWard are the opptalunity to use skills. to gain new knowledge, to deal 'with
challenging Problems and to have freedom to follow up ones own ideas. The
second category deals with extrinsic reward. Extrinsic reward is.related to Salary.,
administrative authority, association with top executives and 'similar benefits.
Both intrinsic reward and extrinsic reward are important in influencing the utiliza-
lion of ne andior innovative knowledge..

.

Factor 9..Willingness. Awareness. even first hand knowledge of.a new ahd/or
innovative idea, is not sullicientio assure its use. There must be a willingness and'
interest (or perhaps a better description is an internal motivation) to utilize a
better method, process or cOncept. Willingness is a very persorfal element. yet it is .
often a critical point in the transfer and utilization mechanism.

Although "his 'introduction to the nine elements of the technology transfer
.

Model, of necessity. has been brief, it does provide a foundation for the discussion
that will follow.

What has been 'done then is to use the theoretical materittl that has been dis-
cussed as ,r means to look at an organization:The objective is to'find out how.an
organization performs in terms of eaeh of the nine factor areas of the model.

In order to get at the .problem. several organizations that were similar in that
!hey .had alarge number of graduate eiVil.engincers were selected to be .st udied.

The organizations. were: Two public works centers of the Navy: one Naval Re-
search activity: a devilment afire State of California: a large private engineering
company: a consulting engineering group. and tiv,e field engineering divisions of
the Naval Facilities..Engineering Command. This gave a.total of eleven organiza-
tions.

The selection of the organ' /anions was intended to provide some data from the
Federal sectorand some data from the private sector. Each of these organizations
is made up of a large number of professional type' people most of whom are
graduate ci% d engineers.

A point to make at this time is that it is inuch too early in the study for it to
re', cal .sPeciticalfy, which organizations are either' good or bad. In fact. the or*.

.on that wuald be considered eligible to receive the scores would be the three-
.)r rr commander o!'an activity. For this reason the activities arc simply klentilied

number.
The instrument was designed around the model using Thurston differential type
lestion construction. Each factor of the model wayconsidered separately. Five .

questions, were developed to 'measure the level of presence of a factor in the
organization. An e\ample.of a question for the first factor. Documentation.

EXAMPLE OF OLJES'; sONS:
FACTOR #i

-METHOD OF INFORMATION DOCUMENTATION
TECHNICAL AND/OR TRADE JOURNALS OFTEN HAVE USE-
FUL IDEAS ABOUT PROCESSES OR PRODUCTS THAT
ENGINEERS CAN PUT TO PRACTICAL USE,
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. I he respondent had the option or strotigly :Igre.t.: agree. no.opinion,
disagree, and strongly -disagree.

The questitms lor I :tour // 2 were structured in a similar way.. One example k:

EXAMPLE OF QUESTIONS
FACTOR #2
THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
COLLEAGUES WHO ATTEND PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
USUALLY PREPARE A REPORT OUTLINING THE NEW
INNOVATIONS THAT THEY SAW _OR HEARD ABOUT.

0

1 2 3 4 5

One, last example-k from the group a lkve questions to. evaluate the factor
Formal k..)IgializtKons shown here.

EXAMPLE OF QUESTIONS:
FACTOR #3
PORMAI. ORGANIZATION OF THE USER
MANAEMENT ENCOURAGES INTER-DEPARTMENTAL
COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE AT ALL ECHELONS IN
SOLVING PROBLEMS.

ww

111

cm

cm

0
<

O O in< z 0
1 2 3 4 5

This methodology was applied to all nine Factors. This then resulted in nine
factors times five tplestions each or 45 questions in trital. The wiestionnaire w;as
designed w. he relatively short and easy to read.-

Ninc of the eleven organizations were large enough to' have over 200 proles,
sional.emplOyees. For these organizations the sample wits about 200. The re-
sponse was-about

Twool the organizations were mudi smaller. The sample si/e was 50 with
50'.; resptmse of ahout 25.

.The anaIN is teelmique t hat seemed most reasonahle to us. was Ow median chi
square. fl he mediairTOr_-Cach factor w IS 'determin ed lor the, comhined, sample
population of the eleven organizations. Thk established the refere.,,e.standard.
Then each factor or each a the eleven organizations was tested against the me-
Wan .using chi square analysis. lithe te.st or a Iteli igainst the reference gave a
chrsquare N.alue of 3.84 or lartzer then it was considered significantly different at
the 95'; le\ cl. For this discussion the critical valne was therefore 3-.84. Thk is
summarized :is:

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
MEDIAN CHI SQUARE TEST
CHISQUARE VALUES EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN 3.84 SHOW A SIG-
NIFICANT DIFFERENCE FROM- THE MEDIAN OF ALL ACTIVITY (D.F. 1,

PLUS VALUES INDICATE A DIFFERENCE IN A_ FAVORABLE DIRECTION,
NEGATIVE VAL4Es INDICATE A DIFFERENCE IN AN UNFAVORABLE
DIRECTION.

9 I



Figiffe 8 2 is intended to show the most dramatic results from tfie study. The
. nine factors are listed.on the abscissa: Activity # Id is the organization with the

. largest number of positi've chi square values greater than 3.84. In contrast Activity
. #3 has the largest of negative ehi square values greater than 3.84.

,

RESPONSE
BEST

RESPONSE
Activity

#10

WORST
RESPONSE

Activity
#3

-1. DOCU 31.737 7.205
2. DIST 11.032 -6.514
3. ORGA 5.813 -7.170
4. PROJ 0.224 5.761
5. CAPA 3.062 0.123
6. LINK 5.706 -12.173
7. CRED 0.427 0.190
8. REWD 0.085 2.593
9. WILL +. 0.558 -4.417

Figure 8-2 Organization Respnse. This chart shows the me(lian chi square values
for the activity with the most factors with chi square values significantly positive and
the activit) with the most factors that are significantly negative. Details of the chi
square calculations are discussed in the caption to Figure 3.

AnalYsis would tend to support the argument that Act iv # 0.Was perrorming
%ay well in such factor areas as documentation. distriknion. organization. and
linker performance. In contrast ,Activity #3 appeared:to have low Performance in
the factor areas Of documentation. distribution. organization. project selection.
linker performance. and willingness to accept new ideas.

Wriat does high or low performance mean? At that point it is a value judgment
on our part hecause we ha% c not demonstrated the validity of the tesr; However, it
would appear to us that organizations that are more effective in terms of their
technology transfer accomplishments wilitend to have higher positive chi square
numbers.

Some of the organizations Oat were selected were those that we believed weic
supefior and some were those that we helieved were inferior in terms of their
effectiveness at technology transrer. )ur intuitive judgement was supported hy
the chi square tests.

One of the things that we have not done is to estahlish a weight or coefficient for
each of the factors.

You can see i n Figure 8-3 that each of the factors is considered separateiy. We
ha% e no reason to heheve that they should or should nOt have an equal weight in
terms of their effect on the technology transfer capability the organi.'ation.

We \\ ould like to do additional researchtin order to determine just how impor-
tant each of the factors are. How important is reward? How importanris credihihi-
ty? It iS our strong feeling that these factors may 11,.: of different importance in
different organizations depending upon organizational objectives.

In other w ords. we need to issign a coefficient to each of the factors in order to
reflect is importance in an organization It is our hope that the coefficients will he
a constant for an) specific sector of t F.: economy. i.e.. private research, govern-
ment research. private engineering etc.

We have not attempted to ,add the factors together at this point in time. Because
^cif this. e do. not .-ive a single inde ntimber that can be 'used as a grade or
cr.tluation score for an organization.

87
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INVESTIGATION OF INSTITUTIONAL AND BEHAVIORAL BARRIERS

TO TECHNOLOGY FLOW AND UTILIZATION

ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY

#1

DOCU .0,061

DIST -0,567
ORGA -0,936

PROJ +2.944

CAPA 3434

LINK -0,024

CRED +0,431

REWO +0,530

WILL -2.355

#2 #3 '#4 #5

-2,371 7-7,205 4885 .0247

0,002 si -0,002 -1,584

-1.950 :..,,1110, +0,248 [All
.1 1,389 5I61 -0,453 +3.028

EL.g1j - 0,123 -0,245 -2206

-0.216 IJI +1,559 -1242

0 196 0.190 +01,50, -9,001

-1,292 2,593 -0.227 7.2,109

0072 71,4)71 -0,783 -1239

#6 #7,

-1.040 -0,003

-0319 4.208

-1,305 +0,048,

-0,008 0,000

-0.097 -2977

-3.081 ,-0.176

-.1,557 +0.005

-2,279 -0.637

..;0,006 -0,531

#8 #9 #10 #11

[Jcijjj 1,013 1+-31,-7J -0,000

0206, 0.942 Ffik +1,804

0,029' -0.002 15,813 .0,190

1,043 -0,031 7 0,224 -0,276

0,001, -0.698 + 3,062 [5.840f

+ 0,535 +0,713d 5706 Ly1,51-91

1,T..7,3-65 4,2,828 0,427 +0,329

0.* -0,015 6085 +1,273

-0,831 -1,527 .4 0,558 Telf

11

Figure 8-3 A Median Chi Square Test Matrix of Activity vs. Factor, Above are shown the statistic,

median Chi Square., for eleven activities vs the factors of the technology transfer model, The instrument

was a self.administered questionnaire with five questions for each factor studied, The questions were

multipk choice attitudinal, with five possible answers. The response rate was approximately fifty *cent

and was about the same for all activities tested N follow up was used. The completed and usable response

was approxiniately N=1,00 for each oinine organizations and approximately 25, for the other No, The

reference mefiian or expected value for the Chi *are was ,the median of all ekven activities. The 1+1

'gn indicates that the activity was better than ,the median while the H sign indicates that the ackily

was below the median for the particUlar l'atOr being tested, Jhe Chi Square, I D,F, is 0,90=2,7

p.957-3,84 and 0.99=6,63, Factors with e0er H oi [-I Chi Square values greater ihad019 proh .

ability of heini,it'',different from the median of the &yen activities are cimtained in a box,
6



Figure 8.-3 is the total picitire of the stOdy. All eleven organizations are shown.
Note. that Activity // 1 is very close to the median for all:factors.

Aeffvity #3 is the one that was shown in 'Figure #2 with the large number of
.negative chi square Values.

Activity #10 is the organization with the: largest ntimber drat:tors with positive
ehi square values.

Another consideration that we have examined and that we woader about is the
Objective of the organization. Activity #10 is profit motivated as contrasted to a
private or government research laboratory. This may be important arid may:tend
.to tell us something about the high positive chi square.scores.

. In revieW. we-Nye taken the factors olthe model and developed an instrument
which attempts to measure,each of the factors. We then administered the instru-
ment to eleven different organizations.

In analyzing the data.we have found a.difference between theorganizations. We
have evaluated these differences in terms or the 4median chi square test. We found
that there were significant dilThrences between.some of the factors. Some organi-
zations have several factors that are positive and significant and some organiza-
tion's have several fa-ctors that are neg:ive and significant when the median chi
square test is applied.

Tbis tends to lead us to the feeling that it may be pOssible to identify (using the
technique) organizations that are high perlbrmers in terms of technology transfer
and those:which are low performers. .

One might postulate beyond this state that it coneeivably could be tni, that
certain actionS could be taken to change the behavior of the. individualS within the
organization so that the organization would be more efficient.

I think when you get into the area of behavior changing you should Think aboot.,...
the WOrk:rePOrW'FYDF: Dave Lingwood.5

Perhaps the :most vulnerable aspect of this research is that We do,riot have a
reference standard, A reference standard is needed.in order to make the best use
of these data. This will be the objective of Nture study.
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